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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
 
Background 
Until recently, off-farm employment by rural households had been largely 
ignored by development planners and theoreticians. Much of the empirical 
analysis concerning developing agriculture ignored the time rural households 
spend on activities not directly related to on-farm production, and the sub­
stantial amounts of income these activities generate. Persistent problems 
of undererrployment, aggravated income inequality, and rural poverty, however, 
demand a rethinking of ways to improve the economic and social welfare of 
the rural poor. Land reform has had limited impact, the benefits of the 
green revolution have not been widespread, and industrialization has failed 
to effectively absorb the large numbers of underemployed found in many rural 
areas. Income has frequently become increasingly concentrated among rural 
households, while rural-urban income gaps have widened. Increased off-farm 
employment by rural households represents a development strategy largely 
ignored in most countries. Yet such enmloyment may offer the best mans 
of assisting the rural poor. This study analyzes off-farm employment with 
special emphawis on Taiwan and Korea. For several years these two countries 
have systematically collected large arr)unts of farm household data which 
present an analysi- of off-farm employment not possible in other developing 
countries. 
The current evolut.,ii In -onomic developmnt strategies makes this 
study timely. During the pimt two decades, many countries have placed 
great emphasls on large-scale activities: large-scale, capital-intensive 
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firms in both the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors. A rethinking 
of this strategy is uderway, as described In the next chapter, and increased 
attention is now being directed toward small-scale industrial firms and the 
broad range of rural nonfarm acivities which provide a large amount of 
nonfarm employment. The research on which this new strategy is based is 
largply of two kinds: broad, agregate studies showing the irportance and 
growth of certain types of employment, and studies of the performance and 
problerm of small-scale nonfarm firrs. Migration and urban labor narkcb 
studies focus on individuallr that leave agriculture for full-time nonfarm 
activities. But little analysis exists of off-farm ermploy'nent by persons 
who naintain sone tie to africultuw. Some of these nersons live and work 
off the farmi rast, of the time but re[rlarly send remittaices back to the 
f'arm family. Other's retain their nriirty eriploy rmet on the farm and oc­
casionally earn off-farn incom. A better understandlrig of' households 
with of'f-ratl e noyriv nt is rcquired in order to assess how increased rural 
off-fann employrrntl opnortun itlbes will affect farm household time alloca­
tion a]d incorir'. 
A rural devlopraant strate-7 de:;iy-ed to increase rural off-farm em­
ployment can make several hqortrait contributions. First, underutilized 
farm househ0old ihor can be eriiloy(,d at wage-' rates which exceed marglnal 
returns to add th i i fanin labr. Drmiand for farm labor Is seasonal dur­
ing ofT-ipeak :;el r;n:; . Off-I'Nir wov'k irny pr-oduce mor incorm than addltJ.ei:l 
on-f'arii work. eu<,id, holl,.ehold n*iti'ler:; with ]eser Job skils rrsiy be able 
to saty:sfactr ly !)r(I' 'no o't' Iiri, ta:ks, theiNeby releasing other higher 
skill'd faml ly iiu,n9iers froi zirtr of'T-f,,un work. Local un-killed labor my 
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even be hired for some of the farm work. Third, off-farm income may help 
stabilize Araily incomes by reducing some of the cyclical fluctuations 
normally found in farm incomes. Besides contributing to family security, 
income stability could have important impacts on family consumption and 
investment patterns. Fourth, off-farm incone provides an additional
 
source of household liquidity 
to finance farm production expenses, invest­
ments and consum-ption. This income can be mobilized by financial inter­
mediaries for investment purposes, and can substitute for some short-term 
borrowings leading to greater self-financing of agriculture. Fifth, by 
reducing the need to migrate in order to reach desired Lncoe levels, 
some people may be retained in rural areas and contribute to creating
 
and maintaining viable, attractive 
rural towns. Sixth, off-farm employment 
provide on-the-job training and apprentice experiencecan so job skills
 
are 
increased for those that eventually choose to leave agriculture.
 
The extent to which these potential contributions will be realized in 
any country wil1 depend on: a) govemment commitment to this type of 
stratepy, and b) the response by farm households to increased off-farm 
opportunities. The available evidence suggests that farm households have 
responded by increasing the time allocated to off-farm employment, and 
developing a myriad of cottage industries and small-scale business activi­
ties. 
Little research has been done, however, to docurent the importance
 
of such activities for the household, to predict household behavior in re­
sponse to incrnaed off-farm employment and wages, and to analyze the re­
lated impact on farm production and productivity.
 
,is study has three objectives. The first is to review some of the 
recent literature in this area. One area of research concerns che role of' 
sim-aI-scale Industries and the broader category of rural nonfarm activities 
in econoric developnent. Such research focuses on the dema,.d for nonfarm 
labor. The other area of research reviewed covers off-farm enployment
 
and Incorme of farmi households. 
 These studies concern the farm labor 
supply to nonfarm activities and include theoretical attempts to explain 
uotiusehold labor supply aid tinv allocation. Thiis literature is reviewed 
to nel ev.aiuate toe Taiwa and,-rd Korean experlences.
 
.e seconrm 
 ',:teis Io examine tie Taiwanese and Korean experience 
mlative to oan-:ri em.loy,:,it Economic and agricultural policies of 
;hese countries tol o uaalyzod as thev appear to affect participation in 
,f- 1-,
m work. 'hC.e volut; iou - f f'arm ai d off-farm income of farm households 
wiLL eo-reviewed. 1'1i,Jile r-c ression models will be estimated to evaluate 
",,:,;ia.rn to L , -nqd se, iw fmm and family characteristics are
 
,Assoc r(~ with ofi'-tCu-i earzilnws.
 
'lic thiiu ",L,,ct:ve is to oxulor how economic policies 
and programs 
*3n r ,
,,e- to ff-fm 
­
ftu'th-f, e-ilovment opportunities as part of a rural 
-level, ,!rre str.o,,. ielarivelv little documentation exists in this area, 
: i), of the disc.i-.;Lion must; ' seculative based on the findings of 
thisanto'.her 
--:,c . 
OR'A'IIZATION OF THE STUDY
 
This study is organized as follows. The next chapter represents a
 
brief review of some of the recent research on small-scale finns and rral 
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nonfarm activities. This research suggests that such activities should 
be given increased attention in economic development planning. Chapter III 
reviews studies of off-farm employment and the theory of time allocation 
and miltiple-job-holding. This theory provides the background for the 
empirical analysis of Taiwan and Korea. Chapters IV and V present the 
:esults of the analysis conducted for each country. Each chapter covers 
a sun ary of recent agricilltural trends including farm and off-farm in­
come, key policies which influence off-farm enployment opportunities, and 
an identification of factors associated with off-farm earnings. Chapter VI 
summarizes the principle conclusions and policy implications of this study and 
identifies priority research needs. References are placed at the end with 
appendix tables. 
CHAPTER II
 
RURAL NONFARM4 EMPLOYMENT IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES 
This chapter presents a brief review of some of the economic develop­
ment literature dealing with small-scale industries and rural nonfarm em­
ployment. The objective is to sketch some of the recent views of economic 
development theorists and practitioners. This chapter is meant to be il­
lustrative of the ideas, not a comprehensive review of the literature. 
It emphasizes research dealing with Asia. Liedholm (1973) recently com­
pleted a careful review of erruloyment literature dealing with Africa. 
The first section of this chapter briefly summarizes the origin of some 
of the ideas which dominated the literature during the past couple of 
decades and contributed to economic development strategies found in many 
countries. The second section discusses some arguments for a 
new stra­
tegy oriented towards the creation of more employment in rural areas. 
This literature is important because of the emphasis placed on the demand 
for labor in rural areas. The particular development strategy employed by 
a country will determine the potential for off-farm employment of farm 
households. Thus, this review provides background for the remainder of 
the study which focuses on the supply side of the labor market.
 
CAPITAL-INTENSIVE INDUSTRIALIZATIONI / 
A capital-intensive industrialization strategy has been pursued by 
several low-income countries during the past two decades. The strategy 
I/ This section draws heavily from Meyer and Larson (1978).
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grew out of an understanding of how the economic growth process could be 
accelerated through intersectoral allocation of labor. two-The classical 
sector growth model, presented first by Lewis (19 54)-/ and later refined 
by Ranis and Fei (1961), provided som of the early economic development 
theory focusing on the process of labor absorption in a labor surplus 
economy. The model analyzes the process of growth in a duel economy com­
posed of a capitalist and a subsistence sector. The capitalist sector is 
not restricted to manufacturing firms nor to private ownership, but in 
practice the policies of many countries focus almost exclusively on pri­
vate manufacturing firms. The capitalist sector is assumed to use repro­
ducible capital, pay capitalists for its use, and employ wage labor for 
profit. Conversely, the subsistence sector uses no reproducible capital, 
uses largely family labor, and the marginal productivity of labor may be
 
zero in many cases. Output of the subsistence sector is shared so the
 
marginal product of som workers may be below the average 
product received. 
As growth occurs, the capitalist sector is assumed to invest and, 
through capital accumulation, create new enployment opportunities. Labor 
is drawn from the subsistence sector; the supply is considered unlimited 
in that additional laborers are available at existing wage Thisrates. 
large pool of labor enables new firms to be created or old finns to expand 
without encountering shortages of unskilled labor. Eventually, however, 
the surplus labor is exhausted and the two sectors begin to compete for 
labor causing a rising wage rate. Nugent (1977) noted the model inplies a 
2/ All references are listed at the end of this report. 
perfect strategy for economic development through a smooth, equilibriat­
ing process of continuous marginal adjustments.
 
For policy purposes, the model suggests a strategy to accelerate
 
growth. First, it suggests accelerating the growth and expansion of 
large-scale industrial finns which are expected to absorb the surplus 
labor. Secondly, these industrial firms are expected to have good growth
 
potential since they produce goods with a high income elasticity of demand,
 
whereas the agricultural and small-scale traditional manufacturing sectors 
ar- expected to face low der'nnd elasticities. For these reasons many 
countries employ polcies bia-st-d toward large-scale firms. Credit at 
nikfliky subsidized interest rate% is available to create and expand these 
'iinns, -andfinance work,<ing capital. Scarce foreign exchange is allocated 
,o them Lflrough ruirdple exchange rate schemes or import licensing. For­
cei j 	 w:i5istance,can conveniently justified a meansh ch be as to relax 
,;--nit:a and 'oreii. , 2c!hane con-.t,;raints, is frequently channeled to 
,si[r'ms.- Techni.il acsi; tance from both foreign and domestic 
-'ou,:1rx is also iatgely given to this sector. 
Ui- The benel itof hindsipjht, we can now see how some of the Droblems 
correc:t y aced by low-income countries resulted as a logical outcome from 
this strategy with a large-sccc oias. Oshima (1971), Ho (1972) and 
Ho and Huddle (1975), imongst oth,-rs, noted several of these problems: 
first, labor absori;tion has not IKept pace with the increase in labor force 
-ndsupply of labor from agriculture. An important explanation is the 
/ 	 , e.. (1976) presents a perceptive analysis of how U.S. foreign assis­
tance to India in the 1950's and 1960's fit conveniently into Indian
 
oblectives to push capital-intensive projects. Tendler (1975) makes a
 
similar argumernt foi' much of the assistance from bilateral and multi­
latcral agenc.es.
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cheapening of capital hich results in the substitution of capital for 
labor and the selection of capital-intensive techniques. Labor is re­
leased from agriculture, either due to structural rigidities in 
the sector preventing access to land or due to labor displacement on 
large-scale, capital-intensive farms. This labor is forced into cities 
and contributes to high unemployment and urban problems. 
Secondly, growth has tended to be concentrated in a few select geo­
graphic regions leading to increased interregional imbalances and a sharp­
ening in the economic and social gap between urban and rural areas. In­
dustries are concentrated in and around major cities. Through forward 
and backward linkages, these industries encourage other activities in 
close proximity. Furthermore, the social tension which arises among the 
un- and underemployed forces a diversion of resources into the provision 
of basic urban infrastructure and amenities. 
Thirdly, income and wealth distribution have become increasingly 
-concentrated. / The distribution of wealth, and especially property, tends 
to be concentrated in the early stages of development. Under a capital­
intensive development strategy, the share of national income received by 
labor relative to capital is unlikely to rise and offset the unequal in­
comes derived from wealth. Furthermore, employment opportunities are best 
for managers and skilled labor which command higher wages and salaries. 
4/ Considerable controversy exists over whether or not increased income con­
devel­
centration is a "natural" feature of the early stages of economicopment naturally followed by an improvement in distribution at larger
stages of development (Wright, 1977). 
-10-

Fourth, the larger subsistence sector is logically the only source
 
(excluding the foreign sector) of capital for the smaller capitalist 
sector in the early stages of development. Thus, agriculture is squeezed 
to speed intersectoral capital flows. The failure to encourage production 
and investment in agriculture has often resulted in food shortages, rising 
food prices (and a demand for real wage increases in urban sectors), and 
the use of scarce foreign exchange for food imports. Subsidized food aid 
temporarily reduces price pressures but further discourages production. 
Fifth, exports of goods in which low-income countries have a compara­
tive advantag fail to reach their potential. Small-scale firms languish 
due to uncertain and exoensive raw rmakterials, scarce credit, and little 
technical assistance. Mellor (1976) analyzed how Indian textile exports 
stanated during the 1950's and 1960's, while Japan, Taiwan and Korea ag­
gressively expanded their market share.
 
These several problems have prompted a reevaluation of the capital­
intensive industrialization strategy and a new strategy is emerging plac­
ing greater emphasis on small-scale, labor-intensive firms, rural nonfarm 
activities and farm-nonfarm linkages. The next section describes the 
basic elements of this new strategy.
 
Small-Scale Industries and Rural Nonfarm Activities 
The work of several researchers contributes to the emerging intarest 
in small-scale fins and rural nonfarm activities. Oshima (1971) found 
that snill-scale industrial firms have several advantages over larger ones 
for a developing economy. Ho and Huddle (1975) emphasized the potential 
for labor absorption and exports by certain labor-intensive firms. Child 
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and 	Kaneda (1975) analyzed the potential of agricultural related firms in 
rural areas. Johnston and Kilby (1975), Mellor (1976), and Edwards (1977) 
stressed linkages between farm and nonfarm firms, and the effect of alter­
native strategies on these linkages. The aWorld Bank recently published 

report by Anderson and Leiserson (1978) which analyzed the entire range
 
of rural and nonfarm activities. 
A list of some of the reported characteristics of small-scale, ]abor­
intensive firns follow. Some exanules of the empirical support presented 
with the arguments are also included. This research refers largely to 
Asian experiences, and especially the success of Japan and Taiwan in wed­
ding 	farm and nonfarm growth and development.
 
One of the most important issues concerns 
 labor absorption. Anderson 
and Leiserson found 20 to 30 percent of the rural labor force primarily
 
engaged in nonfarm work in many countries. The share was reported at
 
51 percent in Taiwan In 1966, 40 percent in the Philippines in 1970, and 
25 percent in South Korea also in 1970. 
 One-half to two-thirds of all
 
nonfarm employment opportunities in Asia were found in rural areas and
 
towns. Oshima found for the Philippines in 1961, firms engaging fewer 
than 	ten persons comprised 93 percent inof employment construction, 94 per­
cent in commerce, 76 percent in manufacturing, 614 percent in transport and 
conrunications, and 95 percent in services. A similar situation was found 
in Taiwan the same year. For the manufacturing sector, finns with fewer 
than fifty persons employed 83 percent of the total in the Philippines in 
1961, 60 percent in Taiwan in 1961, 51 percent in South Korea in 1966, and 
79 percent in Th'iland in 1964. Therefore, rural nonfarm activities 
represent a substantial share of total nonfarm employment, while small­
scale frmir employ the largest share of total employment in several 
sectors.
 
he Use of capital has also been studied. Oshima found that small­
scale firms were less capital-intensive than larger units. Using value 
added per' worker, he found that Philippine firms in 1971 with less than 
10 workers had ratios one-sixth that of larger firms in manufacturing, 
two--thirds in constructoion and transport, one-seventh in conrerco, one­
hail in mining and otne-fourth Ln services. The manufacturing sectors 
in Taiwan, Dilail, and South Koren showed a similar result. Oshima 
.1g'ed :'ur'thev thAt i'uch or' ",apitalin small-scal, F'ins is produced 
30 t is on c,'.itn]. and fo-eign exciwinge rrrtrkets. MhinoharaI:e less (kfiolnd 
% ,) f'ound cap i: ; lfi-ruensll-.y ricieased with firm si e for all Japanese 
,ac~~r'ing , .It <u.r stui ,d ,ointhe mid 1950's. 
j ' tO, K:; 'ra 'n- - ill-snale firm is gTreaiter than lar.,cer 
,Itb. ( 3hi ma rw'ad La r;he ',i ilippine census that. only one-fifth 
"tt'ie .. rson", lit.uy,(I in Siil_ ijims wcnrn located In metroPolitan Mai-la 
.,)m0-,o'i to one-han 1( , larj,-g knits. Mikewise the 1966 &)uth Korean cen­
ii showed only i' c:'tY of' t.ht. wokers em)loyed in unit:; with less thant 
on -:~h ;kcdIn.eesW otL 
,n' ,.].e f'l',' :I-'fr i cp;::oorturiil.ies for family labor. For 
'-,tmb i:", 1,i1,., P.i.lrir, ,p,;rued . percnt of all persons enjloyed in 
,'kzIufa -t-,urng f.irlu, ait.h . rio , srns were piryprletors ,ld familyfI've 'n i 
'Rie hec P'I golre iupped Io ) torc n 1'or unit"', with .J0 to 19 per-sons 
.tnd to 'j\ for u Ii, with 100 or r,,-, p01 r.'on. TheP(- Ii ltppines) data showed 
;9 peru llt for the ;Th .1wf f' ly pe'r'sonfrern d In uni.ts with Fwr than 
10) pe o.s,,and 22 ortfOot .;lt over L0 rersonc;. These smnll fk=m 
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provide opportunities for local entrepreneurs to gain experience. It is 
likely that many of the workers are the least educated and skilled in the 
nonagricultural sector. Thus, they have not required large human capital 
investments frequently needed to meet minimum skill levels of larger 
firms.- / Their employment improves income distribution even though small­
scale firms pay average only one-half to two-thirdswages as high as 
larger units. Income distribution within agriculture is also improved 
because !any low-income farm households earn substantial amounts of income 
from employment in rural nonfarm activities. 
Small-scale nonfarm firms frequently have greater linkages with ag­
riculture than larger firms. They are concentrated in the food, clothing, 
wood products, and leather industries which purchase large amounts of 
local raw materials. Some produce engines, pumps and other machinery 
sold to farmers, while others provide machinery repair, blacksmithing 
and other services. Johnston and Kilby show that the greatest demand for 
these goods comes from lower income landless workers and farmers. Likewise,
 
when a labor-intensive agricultural development strategy is employed, local 
nonfarm firms are likely to orovide fost of the inputs. These linkages are 
less sigIficant when a capital-intensive agricultural strategy is employed 
and many of the inputs are imported. 
Finally, there is evidence of export potential for certain small-scale 
firms. Some researchers agree with Tyler's (1976) view that industrialization 
5/ Migration studies such as Lee's (1976) frequently find a direct relation­
ship between educational achievement and propensity to migrate. It is
argued that better educated migrants face a greater urban-rural income disparity ancd a higher probability of obtaining employment.
 
and export of mnufactured goods is unlikely to substantially increase
 
labor absorption and foreipi exchange earnings. Ho and Huddlc are more
 
optimistic, however, based on their research of 81 commodities that:
 
(1) were produced or producible by smrll-scale, traditional Industries, 
and (2) were traded or tradable on the international markets. All were 
goods with a hiph labor content. Using .iport data from the U.S. and 
fifteen OECD countries, they found inport derncd ela9ticitles far above 
unity and the rate of' expanm;ion -in trade of these coroditles from 1964 
to 1,70 averageid ]].6 percent. compared to 9nr annum percent for all 
rnnufactured iKood:. They arfue that handmade, nonstandardized goods be­
c014' r'iv ippealug;l than r;;s-:,e<×hed Moods to middle Income consumers 
with risnrh incours . Thus, this sul)set of' f1irm roduCing handnade goods 
has good export rnotent lal 
lMPLICATIOUS 
The literature stumri:zed above sketches soe of the principal argu­
mrits concerning the appropriate developrrent stratey for low-income 
countries,. It Is frmled that the nast enpha:sis on larg7e-scale, capital-
Intensive f'.rTr has been ovdone. Problem of' unejirpoywnt, income In­
equality and run-l povtrrty -,qu rv' Incrona,-ed attention on srrnll-scale 
finrt and rurl rionfair activltIles. 'irhe,;e activities u-,believed to ab­
sorb ijnn, led c(apital and forlj exchange, consumeurSk Libor, ue;(, les:; 
dowY2stI iitlther 1,11"U 111Uor'tf'd raWvt'el, rlsh , ')nd have closer lnkages to 
the a,,vlcultuia :;(ctor. Japin ,iid Taiw an aiu frequently given as examples 
where this strate(jy was succe.ss:fully employed. 
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Rural employment opportunities are expected to increase when small­
scale finns and rural nonfarm activities are encouraged. Some jobs will 
likely be absorbed by people who will migrate to small towns and villages. 
Increased remittances to their rural families will likely result. Moreover, 
rrer)ers of' ru'al hoiseholds will find increased part- and full-tirre employ­
nitnt off the faiin. 'Ihe distribution of these jobs will influence rural 
incoms aud lncorrv distribution. If these jobs t7 primarily to households 
with low fauin triornw;, raal poverty will be reduced and rural income dis­
trlbut 1cm irquiN)ved. Ihe patteiTi and distribution of off-farm employment 
and Incorp aawnr, f'arm households is the subject of the remainder of the report. 
... . ..A D I E 
erf rprts onrsearct of.f eloymen.The 
first section-presentsdescriptiveinf tion on selected countries to 
show the inportance of off-farm employment and income for farm households, 
trends in such income, and the distributional patterns of off-farm income. 
The seoond section presents a theoretical frewor to explain tim allocation 
C of farm households by analyzing on- and off-farm wage rates and selected 
farm and famIly characteristics. Tis theory provides the background for 
the erpirical analyss of Talwan and Korean farm households reported in 
Chapters WV arid V. 
OFF-FARM INCOME OF RURAL HOUSEHOLDS 
This section stL=Urize8 3tudies of off-farm enployment and incom of 
rural househclds In oeven coiuntries. Fewv countries collect conprehensive 
data on sotrces of farm household income and time spent on various activi­
ties. The studies cited were soie of the best found in the literature in 
tervs or conprehenaive data. Explicit comparisons among countries based on 
&.,:. these types of studce dat be .do with care. In many low-income countries, 
analyses have been limited to intensive case studies of selected ar.as, whic 
creates the obvious problem of :4extple bias. Also, farm classification systems 
often vary between countries. For exanpie, any -farm household in Japan with 
one or rmre members engaged in work off the farm is considered~prt-tirr, even> 
if all other household members work on the farm. Lieie inoedfiiin 
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Sone studies analyze gross rather than net income. FuRther, income from 
activities like forestry products, fishing and cottage industries not di­
rectly related to crop and livestock production may be treated as farm in­
coe in one country and off-farm income in another. 
United States 
Farmers in the U.S. spend large amounts of time working off the farm. 
Off-farm work, measured as days worked per year, has steadily increased. 
Thus, off-faan earnings provide a major proportion of farm household income. 
By 1969, 55 percent of farm operators reported some off-farm work (OECD, 
1977). Fourteen oercent reported working under 100 days per year, eight 
percent worked 100-199 days and 32 percent worked over 200 days. A com­
parison of 1964 and 1969 showed that off-farm work days increased for all 
farm sizes where size was determined by value of farm sales.
 
The importance of off-farm income for total household income can be 
analyzed In terms of gross and net Income (Appendix Table 1). Off-farm 
income has ranFgpd from 18 to 23 oercent of fain receipts and 113 to almost 
59 percent of net income from 1960 to 1976. The proportion of off-.farm 
income was higch In the Deriod 1967 to 1971, then fell as farm income ac­
celerated in the mid 1970's due to high comnodity prices, then rose again 
as average farm income peaked in 19711. 
The share of off-farm income in household income is inversely related 
to farm size but there has been a oteady increase in that share for all 
farm sales categories (Table 1). The proportion of off-farm income to 
gross household income rose from 60 to 80 percent from 1960 to 1976 for 
farms with less than $2,500 in farm sales. Fars with sales of less than 
$10,000 earned less than 50 percent of gross income from off-farm sources. 
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TABLE 1: Proportion of Off-Farm Income in Total Household Income by

Value of Farm Sales Classes_/, United States, 1960, 1965, 1970 and 1976
 
Year 
Farm Sales Class 1960 1965 1970 1976 
Less than $2,500 61.1 70.7 76.0 81.4 
$ 2,500 - 4,999 27.7 40.3 53.1 62.6 
$ 5,000 - 9,999 15.2 25.7 35.2 47.0 
10,000 ­ 19,999 7.3 11.9 18.4 28.1 
$ 20,000 - 39,999 5.3 7.3 8.9 14.8 
$ 40,000 ­ 99,999 N/A 5.3 5.4 9.3 
$100,000 and over N/A 2.4 2.2 3.4 
Source: 	 Comuted from Farm Income Statistics, Statistical Bulletin No. 576, 
ERS/USDA, Washington, D.C., July 1977. 
a/ Total 	household income was the sum of farm and off-farm income. Farn 
incone was defined as realized gross farm income including cash receiots 
from marketings, govermrient payments, nonmoney income, and other incomeincluding machine hire and custom work. Off-farm income includes wages,
salaries, business income, interest, transfer payments, nonfarm rent, 
dividends and royalties. 
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When net household income is considered, farms with less than $20,000 in 
sales earned less than 50 percent of their income from farm sources in 
1975 and 1976.
 
The source of off-farm income has been studied through the analysis
 
of 	income tax returns (Larson and Carlin, 1974). In 	 1969, a higher pro­
portion of high income households reported wage and salary earnings than 
lower income groups. Often, wealthy taxpayers were well-off because 
off-farm income compensated for low farm profits. The most affluent groups 
had nonfarm businesses and other investments. The poor, on the other hand, 
relied mainly on wage and salary earnings. The amount averaged only $860 
suggesting that most worked only part-time. It was found that between 
1963 and 1969, the nonfarm economy did more to improve the economic status 
of farmers than did changes in the farming sector. 
Income distribution has been analyzed for U.S. farms. Carlin (1973) 
analyzed 5,649 observations included in a special agricultural survey in 
1966. He found a Gini ratio of .475 for household money income including 
both farm and off-farm sources. Income of nonfarm families tended to be 
less concentrated,-/ but when net worth was added to income, the two sec­
tors were more similar in distribution of well-being. Older farm families 
had even more unequal income distributions, but nny with low incomes had 
substantial net worth. 
Hanson and Spitze (1976) studied 1,400 Illinois farmers in 	 1971. 
They found large amounts of off-farm income and the pattern of earnings
 
6/ 	 Boyne (1965) arrived at a similar conclusion in an analysis of the 1948­
1963 period. 
sM a e v trare eougha e r 5s1yearson e a
 
sev derle t aofunt_ Tanead Koreancoomes cOan eaect to
 
!ambfft: "O f of 
were. s!a .1,related mfrmins athto education famiy size, ad 
rFdit'i;hrae lia-dto67'f-f armwork. 
The Japanese case is particularly interesting for three reasons.
 
First, it has essentially become a country of part-time farmers. Second,
 
soTe analyst-- believe there are enough similarities among countries that 
several key features of the Taiwanese and Korean economies can egpect to 
follow the pattern set by Japan in its development. Third, Japan has 
a hiam rs-land ratio; thus It Is exampie may be more relevant for some
 
low-income cuuntries 1*han, sy', the U.S.,
 
Misawa (1969) reported that part-time farming is a relatively olditt
 
Japanese phenomena. During and after World War II, problem of' smar-ll av­
erage~ farm si.-e and limitted farm~ enlargement coupled with good off-farmn 
employment opportities contributed increaseto an in part-time farming. 
Table 2 gtes the trends from 1950 to 1974 in distribution of farm house- i 
holds. Part-tima farm households have one or mo~re family members engaged 
in off-farm work. Part-time farms grew from 50 percent of the total in 
1950 to almost 88 percent by 19714. In 1974 almost two-thirds of these 
part-time farms earned more off-farm income' than net farm income, 
Appendix Table 2 shows a steady increase in proportion of averageI it 
household receipts earned from nonagicultural sources. These sources rerj­
resented almst 50 percent of average household receipt in 1960 and mre 
n p 
 No other country reports farm households 
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TABLE 2: Distribution of Farms by Type, Japan, 1950-1974-/ 
Years 
1950 1960 1970 1973 1974 
Number of Farm 
Households ('000): 
Total 6,176 6,057 5,342 5,100 5,027 
Full-Tine 3,086 2,078 832 675 628 
Part-Time 3,090 3,978 4,510 4,425 4,399 
Class I 1,753 2,036 1,802 1,303 1,222 
Class II 1,337 1,942 2,709 3,122 3,177 
Percentage 
Distribution (%): 
Full-Tim 50.0 34.3 15.6 13.2 12.5 
Part-Time 50.0 65.7 84.4 86.8 87.5 
Class I 28.4 33.7 33.7 25.6 24.3 
Class II 21.6 32.0 50.7 61.2 63.2 
Source: OECD (1977), P. 7.
 
a/ 	 Farm household = farm family that operates at least 0.3 ha. in Eastern Japan 
or at least 0.05 in Western Japan$ or annual sales of farm products of 
at least 50,000 yen. 
Full-time household = no family member is engaged in off-farm work.
 
Part-time household = one or more family members is engaged in off-farm work.
 
Class I part-time households = net farm income exceeds off-farm income.
 
Class II part-time households = off-farm income exceeds net farm income.
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with such a high share of nonagricultural income. Kato and Izumida (1977) 
reported source of incoe by farm size (Table 3). In 1960, farms with 
less than 0.5 hectares earned 80 percent or more of total income from non­
agricultural sources, and that proportion grew to almost 90 percent by 
1973. Similarly, farms with more than 2 hectares earned about 14 percent 
of their income from nonagricultural sources in 1960 and that share more 
than doubled to 30 percent in 1973. 
lonagicultural income has made an important irmact on income distri­
bution. The gap between rural and urban incomes has declined, in part, 
because farm households have multiple sources of income. Income distribu­
tion has also improved within agriculture. Households with over 2 hectares 
of land earned more than twice the family income of households with less 
than 0.5 hectares in 1960. By 1973, they were earning only 1.5 times as 
much. During that 13 year period, the small farms increased agricultural 
incomes slightly faster than the larger units, while the reverse was found 
for nonagricultural income. Thus, average family incomes tended to converge. 
The persistence of part-time farming in a rapidly industrializing 
country is surprising. There has been little farm size enlargement even 
though average farm size is only about one hectare. Many of the part-time 
farms are worked by old people and wives, while husbands are emrployed off 
the farm. to and Izumida argue that instability in urban jobs, an inad­
equate social security system, and the value of land as a hedge against in­
flation discourage part-time farmers from giving up their land so full-time 
fanTmrs can expand. 
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TABLE 3: Nonagricultural Incomes for Rural Households, 
by Farm Size, Japan, 1960 and 1973 
Farm Size Proportion of Nonagricultural Incone-iClass in Total Household Income(has.) 
 1960 
 1973
 
Less than 0.3 90.3 88.9L/
 
0.3 - 0.5 79.9
 
0.5 - 1.0 51.6 68.5 
1.0 - 1.5 28.4 47.6 
1.5 - 2.0 21.9 38.6 
2.0 and above 13.6 29.9 
Average 
 49.7 
 64.3
 
Source: Kato and Izumida (1977). 
a/ Includes remittances, gifts and other sources. 
b/ Less than 0.5 has. 
Indonesia
 
Hart (1977) analyzed detailed data on time allocation in a sample of 
87 households in a village located in the northern lowland plain of Central 
Java. The predominant economic activities were irrigated rice, fish ponds
 
and fishing. The sample included households with land and landless laborers.
 
Thie households were divided into three classes: 
 Class I included the
 
wealthiest households which owned and operated at least 0.5 hectaxe of rice 
land; Class I households controlled less than 0.5 but more than 0.2 hectares 
of rice laid; Class ifI hou.,eholds controlled less than 0.2 hectares and 
included many with ro land. 
r1he households were interviewed each month for a yea-r and data presented 
For a irnnth with p-ak d(qrnnd for rice field labor and a month in the slack
 
PerAri,! before harvest. Tabe .)!pnresents the rasults. Own production In­
I.]ud.,.,or'k with p-oduct..;ion 
 sets owned by the household including rice
 
land, iil- pioncds, ,s,-,:1rd :idc livestock. Wage labor was larr[,ly ag 4­
,ee,
2u11tuWa~ m1~? r - !:' fl"h r),sugar cane production. The searching 
2'Jte:.n'vy neiucjd 4?irc,1 y f! .:h!ir, vegetable and fuel gathering. Trading
 
!ncl-id-: 1 san-1]] sro-n of won,mn buying goceries 
from an adjacent town for 
local re'ale, co lnc vile produce, and a few rice traders largely oper­
-ing on~;side the VI.i isra. 
The .' ,.nverse relationship between wealth and hours worked. 
individu,1ls In , 1 1 hou,'K-:d:: tend to work substantially more hours 
%nan the other two grous in both peak and slack periods. Households in 
;he !three classes repoited workinr in all four activities, but there were 
substantial differences in nlative all- .ation of time. Class I households 
spent about 70 percent of the total income earning hours on own production 
'ABIJ-:4: Inter Class Differences in Household Labor Allocation Among Income Earning Activities 
and Housework
 
(Hours per Month)* Total 
Wth Class averages Own production Trading 
Wage
labor 
Searching
activities 
income 
earning
activities 
House 
work Total 
Class I 
Hours/household
Houf/PerfoU l0+**2 aocat on 
289.1 
75.951.5Z 
44.9 
11.8 
7.9% 
64.7 
17.0 
11.4% 
6.8 
1.8 
1.22 
405.5 
106.4  
71.7Z 
159.9 
42.0 
28.3% 
565.4 
148.4 
1002 
Class II 
Hours/household 
Hours/person 10+ 
Z allocation 
114.3 
31.1 
17.7Z 
45.3 
12.3 
7.0% 
278.3 
75.7 
43.1% 
83.4 
22.7 
12.9% 
521.2 
141.7 
80.7% 
124.7 
33.9 
19.3Z 
645.9 
175.6 
1001 
Class ;11 
Hours/household 
Hours/lerson 10+ 
Z allocation 
20.2 
6.4. 
3.42 
12.9 
4.0 
2.2% 
390.5 
123.1 
66.2% 
62.7 
19.8 
10.6% 
486.3 
153.3 
82.5% 
103.1 
32.5 
17.5% 
589.4 
185.8 
1002 
Slackmonth
Hours/household 315.6 39.4 
 23.6 20.9 
 399.5 166.7
Class I Ilours/persou 10+ 566.2
83.9 10.5 6.3 
 5.6 106.2 
 44.3 150.5
2 allocation 
 55.72 7.0% 
 4.2% 3.7Z 
 70.62 29.4% 100%
 
Hours/household 
 67.0 
 60.7 164.9 131.9 
 444.6
Class ri Hours/person 10+ 126.2 570.823.7 16.5 44.8 35.9 
 120.9 34.32 allocation 155.215.32 10.6% 28.9Z 
 23.1% 77.92 22.1% 
 100%
 
Hours/household 
 27.6 
 8.6 243.0 187.0
Claz II1 466.1 107.9 574.0
Hours/person 10+ 9.2 
 2.8 81.0 
 62.3 155.4 
 36.0 191.4
Z allocation 4.82 1.5% 
 42.3% 32.52 
 81.22 18.8% 1002
 
*Including travelling time but excluding child care. 
 **.e. hours per person aged 10 or more.
 
,ar ,: R'lPr111 d P"i[ I1:111. (1q77), p. ,l. 
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due to their control over more land and fish ponds. Conversely, Class III 
households spent 80 percent of their time in wage labor. Wealthier house­
holds spent proportionately more time in trading. Hart also noted that 
women perform most of the housework, but there is a clear tendency for 
women in Doorer households to spend relatively more time in income earning 
activities. 
An interesting pattern of time allocation was noted relative to returns 
to labor. A slight increase in average wage rates for male wage labor was 
associated with a large decline in hours worked. Men in Classes II and III 
worked as nrrnny hours as possible in the more remunerative types of wage 
labor, iinly fish ponds. In slack seasons, Class III men were forced to 
work in lower wage Jobs. As wages declined, men switched to fishing which 
provided a riskier but higher yielding income. Women in Class II withdrew 
heavily when wage r-ates declined, while Class III women continued to work 
long hours in low paying sugar cane and harvesting activities outside the 
village.
 
Hart sugested that the elasticity of labor suoply to off-farm activi­
ties may be quite high, especially for the small landowning-operating group. 
It is likely that this group would have greater access than the landless
 
group to any expansion of employment opportunities. Furthermore, given the 
large population of small landowners and landless laborers, an increase in 
aggregate labor demand would have to be massive if labor markets were to 
tighten and wage rates rise significantly. 
Birowo (1975) studied a sample of farm households in 9 major rice grow-
Ing areas of Western Java in 1973-711. He divided the sample by farm size 
and level of liquidity. Farming appeared to be the most remunerative activity
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and off-farm work was used to compensate for low farm income. Like Hart, 
he found that the importance of off-farm work declined as farm size in­
creased. When members of large farm households worked off the farm, they 
worked at jobs that pay substantially higher remuneration than small farms. 
Thailand
 
Fuhs and Vingerhoets (1971) reported survey results for four rural 
areas in Thailand. Ninety-five households were studied during the 1969-70 
agricultural year. The villages selected were generally representative of 
the agricultural regions in which they were located. 
Average farm and nonfarm incomes of the households and labor alloca­
tion are reported in Table 5. Nonfarm income, as a proportion of total 
net household income, varied from 14 to 32 percent. The time reported in 
farm work represented about half of total work time, while cottage indus­
tries and off-farm work represented 20 to 30 percent of total work time. 
Comparing the income share with the proportion of time suggests that off­
farm work mry return somewhat lower returns to labor. In Ayutthaya, most 
nonfarm income was earned as wage and salary income. Likewise in Khon Kaen, 
construction work on an irrIgation project provided off-farm enloynent. 
The Chiang Mai sample included blacksmiths, carpenters, shopkeepers, and 
workers in tobacco kilns. Several households operated weaving looms. Cot­
tage industry was important in Phu Wieng in the form of silk weaving, and 
basket and hat making. 
The authors concluded that the source of nonfarm earnings was related 
to the nature of' nonagricultural employment opportunities. Households in 
villages with good agricultural potential and access to markets were found 
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TABLE 5: Source of Farm Household Incom and Distribution 
of Time, Thailand, 1969-70 
Area of Thailand 
Item.. Ayutthavaa Chiang Mab / Khon Kaen c /  Phu Wieng-
Averaf, Household Tncome (Btht): 
Net Fa--i Tcoz- 11,582 5,881 8,171 5,237 
'Vnfam Incorme 1,950 2,742 2,427 1,956 
Percent Nonfaxm 1,4. 4 31.8 22.9 27.2 
Percemb Distribution of Total Hours Worked: 
Fmrm Work 54.5 49.2 51.2 55.8 
Donrmstic Work 22.2 23.2 17.1 15.9 
Cottage Industry .8 8.3 12.2 i8.0 
91 I'-Far n Work ,2.5 19.3 19.5 10.3 
SO)Lrce: 7u, and Vlnv- rhoets ( 1971).
 
a/ Thve vl , ".. Autthvva itt t;he central plain.
 
4 hIanvw 1 
c/ Cwivtl1 v In *i2n'qer, I, cne in Nain Phong In the northeast. 
V Two vii.lalgo's In Khon Kaen in the northeast. 
b/ rhire- v .n . Tl,.' the north. 
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to adopt new farm and off-farm activities to off-set norml seasonal farm 
employment patterns. However, villages in poorer, more remote areas fol­
lowed more traditional production patterns, and farers worksome as hired 
laborers in mre prosperous lowland villages. Households in these poorer 
areas were also found to utili7e a smaller proportion of their total avail­
able household labor supply.
 
Nigeria
 
Norman (1973) studied three Moslem villages in Northern Nigeria. 
 Land 
is held communally, and although there is wide variation in average farm
 
size operated, there is little landless labor. Peak season 
labor bottlenecks 
have been identified as imoortant constraints to more intensive land use. 
A total of 42 farm families in the village of Dan Mahawayi were studied 
for the period April, 1966 to March, 1967. Households were selected randomly 
and interviewed twice weekly. For analysis, the families were divided into 
two strata: small farms included 19 families with less than 1.5 acres per
 
resident, and large farms 
 included the remaining 23 families with 1.5 acres 
or more per resident. An additional 62 families were studied in the villages 
of Hanwa and Doka. All 104 families were analyzed together for part of the 
analysis. 
Table 6 reports some of the findings. Large farms used considerably 
less labor per cultivated acre compared to small farms. According to Moslem 
tradition most of the farm labor is performed by men. Adult males on small 
farm worked more days in both farm and off-farm work than males in large 
farms. In both groups of farm, off-farm work represented about 47 percent 
of the total work days. When all three villages were analyzed together, the 
TABLE 6: Farm Family Labor Utilization dnd Incone in Three

Vlllages in Northern Nigeria, 1966-67
 
an Mahawayi ar Averae 
Item FarMs F Vi1laws 
:4n-Hours of Labor 
per Cultivated Acre-a 216.0 144.9 240.2 
Days Worked per Year 
by N le Adults: 
.--.Iy F"am 146.2 136.3 141.1 
Cff- 11n 130.6 117.7 82.3 
Total 276.8 254.0 223.9 
Percent Comsosition of 
Off-Faim (cctmat in : 
Traditional: 
Mnufacturnl__ 22.6 20.3 19. 
Servicesc/ 41.4 39.0 31.3 
Tradlrn 35.6 34.7 22.3 
'okn: &rvl(ie:- 0.4 6.0 27.3 
Ne. airm iriw,,p .2. L)bars) 119.3 300.9 221.5 
3ff-Farn L1,CuRP 61.q 73.7 70.7 
Total , ,ico, 130.7 374.5 292.2 
Percent Off-Farm 40.0 19.7 24.2 
Sour-e: ':nrn,(1973), -. 11 ind 26. 
a/ 	 The phy:sIcaJ productivity of Individuals varies according to age and sex.On the basis of this, one hour of work by different individuals was eval­
u' ed in tcr'm of rmn-hourn as follows: Iknall "hildren 0-6 years old ­0.00, luge children 7-14 years old = 0.50, male adults 15-64 - 1.00,fer.ale adults 15-64 = 0.74, and nen and woren 65 years old or mre w 0.50.
'Me figure does not include tie spent travelling - and from the fields. 
b/ 	 Includes blacksmiths, tailors, carnnters, spinnIn,, leather working and
unking pots, clpIfrtte:;, rnts and sugr, etc. Ave.-age ryneratlon per
day worked was 0.4 dollars. 
c/ 	 Includes tending own house (f'encing, building, thatching, cutting grass
and firewood), barbers, butchers, huting, begging, washermen, public
officiais, Koranic teachers, etc. Trading can also be classifled as a 
traditional service. Average remmneration per day worked was 0.3 dollars. 
d/ 	 Inclues coumsslon agents, mssenprs, laborers, nditwatchmen, bicycle
repairers, buying agents, etc. Average renueration per day worked was 
0.6 dollars.
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total number of work days fell and the proportion off-farm fell to 37 per­
cent. The type of off-farm occupation also varied among the villages.
 
Dan Mahawayl was geographically more isolated than the 
other two villages 
and most off-farm work was in traditional activities. In the other two 
areas, however, a much larger proportion of the off-farm work was in more 
modern services with higher L vels of remuneration. 
For the three villages, off-farm income represented almost one-quarter 
of total farm income. The proportion for, small farms 40 percent. Anwas 

approximation 
of off- and on-farm wage rates can be made by dividing off­
and on-farm income by the respective number of work days. The resulting
 
off-farm 
wage rate varied from 1/3 to 1/2 of the on-farm rate. The daily 
off-farm rate smallfor the farms was only 0.47 dollars compared to 0.62
 
for large farms. The average off-farm rate for all three villages was
 
0.85 due to the higher returns earned in more modern activities. These wage 
rate differentials between farm and off-farm work suggest that off-farm work 
may not be that attractive but is necessary to met consumption levels.
 
A surprisingly large amount of off-farm work was reported even luring
 
periods 
of peak demand for farm work. Norman suggested that part of the 
explanation could be the need to earn cash income during periods of the year 
when family food stocks were low. Thus, it appears that off-farm activities 
make an inportant contribution to maintaining farm consumption levels during 
periods of low farm income. 
Sierra Leone 
A group of researchers at Michigan State University has conducted a 
series of studies on the rural economy of Sierra Leone. Some of the prin­
ciple findings are summarized in Byerlee, et al. (1977). The results showed 
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that, unlike Nigeria, a smaller proportion of farmers engaged in nonfarm 
activities. Only 11 percent of the farmers engaged in nonfarm activities
 
as a secondary occupation. Furthermore, a survey of males in ruaal vil­
lapes revealed that approximately 80 percent classified their primary oc­
cupation as agriculture or fishing. Thus, approximately 30 percent of the
 
rural population earn some income from nonfarn work.
 
The seasonal variation in farm work noted by Norman inNigeria was
 
also found in Sierra Leone. However, farmers appeared to more fully adjust 
off'-fam work to these seasonal variations. The survey showed that 19 per­
cent of the male labor hours of Carm households were devoted to nonfan 
:o;.vtes during the slack a-,ricultural nonth but only 2 percent during 
the np'-k agriciLIt,raI onth. The results for Nigeria and Sierra Leone 
z'v-J-~i: a floid 41"ho 1-1-'ke,,_ich farmers attempt to adjust their non­
f"nr ._Dbor market 7'vI.rlyv over : '.-irly wide range in response to agrlcul­
turn." labo(r
 
nrt .. 
 of a rural employment survey condu,.t'd 
II] [ -tu< c2.period Ir'U 1 1964 to February 1965. Four hundrnd 
.-10hty 1(-u:;eh,:JIs from L j werevil.ages selected for analysis. To out 
of the ten .,:-, ';rle, rd f'rom each village were nonagricultura]. ADI 
ac~t.iv!tie_ ]:_:::-in< than,iil an hour were recorded but household wrk 
was ,,;-I .inclue 

-'triking s'.rv.ey was
jrnm,]t of thP7 the large number of hours worked 
per yr--r by all categories of rural labor (Table 7). Men worked an amount 
,
of tl - approximrate],v equivalent to an eight hour day, women about q.third 
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TABLE 7: Average Annual Working Hours by Sex-Ae Groups, Types of
Households, and Types of Work, Egypt, 1964-65 
Percent of Annual Work 
Type of 
Household 
Sex-Age 
Group 
Number of 
Hours Worked 
Annually 
Ti9 Spent On:
Processing Non-Farm and agricul-
Work- Otheri / tural Work 
Farmers Men/ 2,280 74 16 10 
Women / 869 82 14 4 
Children- 1,022 88 8 4 
Total 1,642 78 14 8 
Farm Laborers Men 2,324 71 14 15 
Women 904 66 12 22 
Children 1,374 78 9 13 
Total 1,716 71 13 16 
Nonagricultural Men 2,482 12 6 82 
Women 697 43 8 49 
Children 1,087 51 3 46 
Total 1,738 21 5 74 
Source: Hansen (1969), Table 1.
 
a/ Field work and animal husbandry.
 
b/ Processing farm products and other agricultural work. 
c/ Persons fifteen years and older.
 
_d/ Males and females ages six to fifteen. 
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of a day, and children about half a day. Earlier estimates of farm labor 
surplus failed to account for the large amount of time spent on activities 
not directly related to field work. Nonagricultural work referred to work 
off the farm generally as hired labor. Men classified as farmers spent 
10 percent of their time in nonagricultural work, and the proportion was 
higher for farm laborers. 
The relationship between off-farm work and size of farm and family 
for agricultural households can be seen in Table 8. No clear pattern of 
differences in working hours for men emerges across farm or family size. 
Nor was there any pattern for total working hours of women or children. 
There was a clear pattern for work off the farm however. As would be ex­
pected, about one-third of the time of women and more than two-thirds of 
the men and children in the !hndless categories were. spent off the farm. 
That proportlon falls sharply acs farm size increases but still represents 
a substantial portion of time, especially for en and children. Family 
size tends to increase off-farm work. For example, men on 1/2 to 2 feddanl 
farms spent 18 percent of their time on off-farm work in households with 
three and less working members, but 33 percent in households with more 
than three. The respective proportions were 4 and 14 for 2 to 5 feddan 
farms, and 3 and 5 percent for more than 5 feddan farms. The work time of 
children followed a similar pattern. In three out of the four farm size 
strata, however, the off-farm time of women declined with increased family 
size. 
Haqnsen also noted that work outside the farm followed a seasonal pat­
tern determined by farm work. He concluded there was a real choice between 
work on and off the farm so the marginal productivity of farm work is not 
TABLE 8: Total Hours Worked and Proportion-dOff-Farm by Age-Sex Groups, Egypt, 1964-65 
Size of Farm 
Nurber of 
Working 
Family 
errbers 
Hours 
Worked 
Per 
Year 
Men 
Per-
cent 
Off-
Farm 
Woren 
Hours Per-
Worked cent 
Per Off-
Year Farm 
Children 
Hours Per-
Worked cent 
Per Off-
Year Farm 
Landlessb/ 3 and less 2,444 69 838 35 1,374 80 
1/2 to 2 feddan 3 and less 2,384 18 906 4 1,070 14 
2 to 5 feddan 3 and less 2,420 4 1,112 5 1,096 9 
5 or more feddan 3 and less 2,062 3 834 6 1,702 2 
Landless b / more than 3 2,208 73 948 30 1,374 65 
1/2 to 2 feddan more than 3 2,190 33 1,010 9 1,122 34 
2 to 5 feddan more than 3 2,230 14 794 2 1,020 14 
5 or more feddan more than 3 2,358 5 734 1 848 11 
Source: Hansen (1969), Table 2. 
a/ The percentages for work outside own farm were calculated on family mmbers with at least 
30 days recorded work. 
b/ Less than 1/2 feddan or no land at all. 
o :J. he o .leve s, I note , atsom 
TeCaisuired woeofandm hildren t afo tasksiin cottnke 
dinsoff-unl work. Fioally, wages seemed to follow, supply and demand con­
ditiona so an active labor maket appeared to exist with little evidence 
egilnganh-samuntsimportant di'mesin o srral on-el-far.-hefingsr pay-erof large of unemployed farm labor. 
These studies of off-farm employment and income are far from conclusive 
regrding this important diension of rural welfare. The findings, however, 
suggezst some similarities and patterns among countries. A fairly active 
labor market appears to exist in most rural areas. Members of fari house­
holds frequently work yoth on and off the farm and off-farm earnings make 
I~nificant contribution to total household income. Adult males and fe­
wales and children are observed to work off the farm. Little un- or tunder­
employed labor appears to exist where off-fam employment opportunities 
are availwable. 
Fawrrs work off the fam for different reasons. In some areas, off­
farml work appears to be highily remunerative so there is likely to be comn­
petition for labor between on- and off-farm work. In other areas off-fann, 
work appears to pay a return lower than the return to farm work. In these 
cases, off-farm work may be undertaken largely in slack periods to supple­
went low farm incomes.* Thus, it appears that farm households are sensitive 
to relabive wage rates and allocate labor where it will earn the highest 
return. Generally, off-farm income tends to be negatively correlated with 
farm size.* This tends to suggest that farm work is freqtntly preferred to, 
off-farm work, and when the land/man ratio is high, farmv labor, requirements , 
~s absorb most-ofthfaiylbr 
4 .~4 4 4,4 
_z44I 
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THEORIES OF TIME ALLOCATION AND MULTIPLE JCB HOLDING7/ 
This section summarizes some of the recent literature dealing with
 
theoretical models 
 to explain time allocation and their use in analyzing
 
multiple Job holding. Extensions of these models have been 
used to analyze
 
the supply of off-farm work by members of farm households.
 
Simple Work-Leisure Model 
The simple work-leisure model originated with Robbin (1930) and Hicks 
(1956). It provided the principles for the subsequent work of Mincer (1962) 
and Becker (1965) which has guided much of the subsequent thinking on time
 
allocation. The allocation of time is viewed as an extension of consumer
 
theory where the consumer desires consumption commodities (Z's) produced by
 
combining purchased goods (X's) and home production time (t). The worker
 
purchases soe goods to combine with his home production time. Income is 
earned by work where the wage rate received is equal to the opportunity
 
cost of time. The worker then allocates his total time between work for
 
wages and household production and/or leisure.
 
Wage rate changes influence time allocation. If home time is assumed 
to be a normal good, the worker experiences an income effect when the wage 
rate rises resulting in an increased demand for home time. The worker also 
experiences a substitution effect in which he substitutes increased expc..­
ditures on goods for time. 
7/ 	This section draws heavily from the research review conducted by Dwight
Smith in his unpublished research proposal, "The Determinants of the Off-Farm 
Labor Supply by Small-Farm Household Members: The Case of Laguna, Philip­pines," February 1978, and Mei-Yu Wu's unpublished M.S. thesis entitled,
"A Study of Off-Farm Work by Taiwanese Farm Households," April 1978. 
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Farm Operator's Tim Allocation Between Farm and Off-Farm Work 
A number of assumptions are required when the simple work-leisure 
model is applied to the analysis of a farm operator's allocation of tine.
 
The basic assumption is that the farm production function is subject to 
diminishing marginal physical product, which is not the case with the
 
off-farn activity. Further, it is assumed that the farm has a given stock 
of capital, land, labor, etc.; the farm production function is independent 
of the off-farm allocation of time; the household planning horizon is a 
single period; the farmer's indifference curves between on-farm time and 
off-fti tjime are identical; and flexible hours are in off-farm work. 
Suppose the fam operator's primary job is farming as shown in Figure 1. 
U1 and U-) represent a set of Lndifference curves between leisure and income. 
The cu=ve LC7HA repr.sens the operator's faxm earnings function. In the 
absence of' off-fan work opportunities, the operator achieves nximum 
utility at point H. He will work DF on the farm, spend M. in leisure, and 
earn FH earnings from farming. 
Assume off-farm work is available at a constant hourly wage rate rep­
resented by BC. Assume, further, that this rate is below the average pro­
ductivity of labor in farming equal to CD. The farmer will continue to 
work solely on the fanii as long as the on-farm marginal wage rate exceeds 
the off-farm wage. When the off-farm wage rate rises above the on-farm 
rate, the farmer will be induced to transfer some of his work time to off­
farm work. Thus the farmer moves to point J on U2 by allocating EE hours 
to on-farn work, and EG hours to off-farm work with GO in leisure. The 
utility curves could have been drawn so that total work effort would have 
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declined rather than rise as shown in the figure. 
That would have led to
 
the familiar backward bending labor supply curve.
 
It is possible that the farmer prefers on-farm work and prefers not
 
to work off the farm. In this case he may establish an asking wage above
 
the current off-farm wage (Barros, 1976). 
 Thus, he would perform no off­
farm work even though the off-farm rate Is higher than the marginal on-farm
 
rate.
 
Now consider the effect of changes in wage rates. First, assume an
 
inciease in the on-fau-n 
wage rate, which might be due to an increase in 
o:rduct prices or faiin rechanization, while the off-farm wage rate is con­
s >mt. This effect can be .;hoc) ;i in Figure 2 by rotating the farm earni.ng:. 
f'unt.on upward to DC"LA' .i-er is no substitution effect since there is
 
,10 ."- Ln onpo.t~nu~ity
.u.e< . thc ,t of home time. There will be an incorm. 
f0.,i-, onL auj ,,,;ime t rior mal good. Dernand for home time will
 
!.r.~a~t-':ea~o, to~~ 1 r" 
 'fall on-farm work will'~~rke~ I and increase r:la­
- ':e to ,'f'--,'. VT I,. 
14ext, conairler tn,. effec,; .1 ,u increase in the off-farm wage rate as
 
sno, i in F!ure 3 ,y -,e shi rt In ',age line AC to BC. The net effect on
 
work :Im is iniet,,rii 
-nt !., case.nm: The higher the off-fan wage, 
the gea;er tie oppoi I..ity c.r'tfor home time. This leads to a substitu­
tion awmJ 1,, and towaris more work. On the other hand, th'? Ln­f' 
2--ft of' , . nc, ,"ses the demand i'or home time.
 
Chnmges J'iri
In ;h,: work >( lCd ma<y also have an effect. A change in 
Carm enterprises, for exan'le, n: change the nmountl of labor required for 
farm work. Assurv in Figure 1, that; the agricultiral work period is reduced 
from DG to DP with no change init lally in wage rates. The farmer who was 
Incone 
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Figuire 2: Effect of a Change in Farm Wage Rate on Tine Allocation 
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previously maximizing utility at point J and working GH off-farm, now de­
creases on-farm work to DF, increases off-fann work to FK but can only
 
reach Indifference curve U1 at point L. However, If 
 the on-farm wage rate
 
would be simultaneously increased so that 
farm earnings would be naintained
 
(i.e., C = FM), then the farver could reach U3 at point Q and reduce total
 
employment from DH to DR, while Increasing off-farm work from GH to FR.
 
Another point of interest is the Inclusion of nonearnings income as
 
distessed by Bollman (1976), ", if'fnan (1976) and Sexton 
 (1975). In addition
 
to rhe ncon? eanimd 'rom r'rii nd off-fnirm work, farnor-; may earn nonear.n­
i.nr.; income such as dividends, 
 rents, transfer payrnts, etc. Nonetrnln!r 
ie. are shown F! nor. Inas A in T. the absence of nonearninTs inconr, 
the !' ner cain atta.in point ) on lndif fcrence curv,- U,], working DG on the 
~rK ff-'aj per- KO inrMiAsure and earni il. Wit~h noneailnrs 
-' rTm , 
•the, f[-LrTTT can r!:i . n r;It fttl'l'_nce curve U?, pd reduc.( off-form rvirvk 
f!rori QK to assim 
. r 1,- nornl(t:izO-nthe lna that leisure :1 m od. 
it ban. beor -how; 'K t tbr a farmrer wo, primu'y n.pC'4rnfl 
,)n the farm, rt .Lncrsuse in on-.lurn wage rate will MeYd to n decrease In 
.eff'-E, work I , -,r-farm ,,,, ate nd 'arm perIod an'? held const;-n'; 
An rn,'"ise In toen off-far'ri e r- tte, hn]ding 'ar- work period and o-ga. 
waM, (r'i;tn, WI]I i o'"1 to , r an .Increase oP (],orvs( in ofT-f.rm wo:'k. 
Pe iu2t ir, , H), , PU ,:,- ;; .i11 Lnci -.,ase off-rari work, whij.- :::!;­
ec m' InccT!e v ! I:, of- arr work.
 
A loinat ively, IL.i; Is :, i're that a farnm or.erator considers off-f {irn
 
rrplovn,: it rather than fann ;-oo-wk 
 his fill, ,aroccunation. It can be 
shown in this care that nn :Incr ease in the on-farm wage rate will not affect 
Incfe 
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Figur 5: Effect of Nonearnings Income on Time Allocation 
off-farm work if the off-farm work period and wage rate are held constant. 
If the on-farm wage rate rises above the off-farm rate, it is possible the 
farmer will change his primary Job to farming and reduce off-farm work. 
An increase in the off-farm wage rate could produce various results. If 
the off-farm work period is fixed, the increase in off-farm earnings due 
to the off-farm wage increase could lead to a reduction in on-farm work. 
If the work period is not fixed, then off-farm work could also decrease 
with the wage rate increase. Tne relative strengths of the income and 
substitution effects would determine the actual outcome of the change in 
wage rate. Due to the potential difference in labor supply response be­
tween frn oFerators who a-o primarily farmers versus those whose primary 
occupation is off-farm work, it is useful to study these two groups of 
farmers sepaately. 
Household Ti. Allocation 
The preceding model of time allocation assumed that the farm operator 
was the decic Ion-7aker and the individual within the household providing 
farm and off-farm labor. The factors assumed to influence time allocation 
were on and off-farm wages, work period and nonearnings income. Recently 
the household has been increasingly recognized as the key decision making 
unit and other members of the household are recognized for their contribu­
tion to farmn and off-farm work. This "New Household Economics" is emerging 
as a powerful theoretical construct to analyze intra-family allocation of 
time among market and nonmarket activities. 
This theory views the household as a production unit using purchased 
goods and nonmarket time of the household members to produce the conmdties 
consumed by the household. As above, it is assumed that family resources 
are allocated to minimize the costs of producing these commindities, and 
therefore to maximize household utility. The difference is that this house­
hold approach recognizes that various members of the household will have 
different efficiencies in production. Those members with high productivity 
in the labor market (i.e., earn high wages) will specialize in labor force 
activities. Conversely those most efficient in converting purchased goods 
and home production time into family consumption goods will specialize in 
household production. Thus it is usually expected that women will spend 
relatively more tine in the production of tine-intensive commodities like 
raising children (Gronau, 1973; Grarn, 1975). isIt also clear that certain 
farm tasks do not require much skill so wives, children and even hired in­
skilled labor will be used on the farm, while the farm operator uses his
 
skills in off-fam work earning higher wages. 
 Thus the farmer does not
 
rely exclusively on himself to produce goods 
 for family consumption. He
 
can exchange 
 his tine with that of other household members. 
Following Gronau, the intrafamily allocation of time can be determined.
 
Consider a family of two members: husband and wife. The household combines 
its member's leisure tine with market and hone goods to produce utility (U)
 
where (1) U = U (Xi, 
 Zi, Lm, Lf). Xi denotes market goods, Zi home goods, 
M the amount of the husband's leisure, and F the amount of the wife's leisure. 
Hoe goods are produced by combining market goods with time provided by 
husband or wife. 
The family maximizes utility subject to its budget and time constraints. 
It is assumed that the family pools its pecuniary resources. Assuming a one­
period model, the budget constraints specifies that total expenditures on 
market goods and inputs cannot exceed family income. When both the farm 
operator and wife are multiple job holders, the budget constraint becomes: 
(2) PmM + Px X -Whlhl + li2lh2 + WflHfl +Wf2Hf2 + V = I 
wezv 
-ind Px = price of inaricet goods (M) and inputs (X) 
Wh = husband's or.-farn wage rate 
h12 husband's u.f-farm wage, rate
 
Hhl = hours worke.-] by husband on 
and off the farm 
f= wife's on-f'rn wage 
.1 s of! -i'an wage 
Hfpi ' , wot- , by wife on and off the farm 
V = nOrej-'ilin,~.; iic'rne 
1= fsird ly -in,,,.' 
Each houtseholu nfikuer L".,--.>:u a separate time constraint. Therefor . 
7:h + + L:n + i i
 
( 4 Hfi + f-+ L + '
 
wfitre T -- .,, : t .)-.nv. l b] 
Ji.u'.a ,id' ~i"orr prW t 5'.i.'m time 
Swif'< ' <.( p:oduo, ,'o i.ne and other varlables as definod prviousv. 
'Ih,' I.x1:w:~.Cfr 
~vizticn subjectc,f* the utj 1Ity l (1) to a hone productio.i 
fitc.,wI,.rd t.(2) ',tnd li r2 (3 aind 4) constraints yields Lhe Ift.:lv 
ni-rt--; o"t ,;m] a].at l.oion tf t i1' and the family',; optimum ,J-llocei :ion of ex­
pt-vdltu,. between mArh. gpuI;., inputs.
 
(:.-iau derived i- equ1ibvlrturr, conditions 
and denrid ]e.asticilles for 
Line Iu, the basl. i~e. & .r applied the ,stor, b sic mode] to allocation 
of tir.* In a farm household. '1he effect of a change in off-frm wage rate 
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on the husband's (wife's) off-farm wori could not be determined unambiguously. 
Demand for nonmarket time will increase if the income effect is larger than 
the substitution effect. The husband's (wife's) off-fam work would thus 
decline. However, if the income effect is less than the substitution effect 
the husband (wife) would substitute more off-farm work for nonnarket time. 
It was found that when leisure is assumed to be a normal good, an increase 
in on-farm wages (assumed to be the primary occupation) reduces off-farm 
work and increases nonmarket time. 
The cross effects of a change in the husband's (wife's) wage rate on 
the wife's (husband's) demand for nonmarket time were separated into income 
and substitution effects. Again the results are ambiguous. The results 
for nonearningp income were clear. If leisure is considered a normal good, 
an increase in asset income will reduce work in secondary employment (gen­
erally assumed to be off-farm work in studies of farm households). 
Environmental Variables 
The explanation of time allocation discussed above focused largely on 
farm and off-farm wage rates, work period and noneamings income. Several 
additional factors could be expected to explain the variation in time allo­
cation among farm households. These factors are sometimes referred to as 
environmental variables and soe of the crucial ones are discussed here. 
Farm Characteristics
 
Farm size will influence the amount of labor required for farm work. 
The larger the farm, the greater are the possibilities for the household to 
achieve a desired level of family income through farm work. Farm land is an 
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excellent asset to hold in many inflating economies so households are not 
likely to reduce farm size in order to increase the time available for 
off-farm work. Multiple cropping also affects the demand for farm labor. 
The greater the intensity of land use, the more the demand for farm labor. 
Although the intensity of land use could be considered endogenously deter­
mined by the labor supply model, there are often pressures exerted on 
farmers in heavily populated countries to maintain cropping intensity. 
The type of enterprise found on a farm will influence labor demand 
and the on-farm work period. Certain enterprises like vegetables, fruits, 
specialty crops and som livestock enterprises require more labor than 
traditional rice growing. Thuz once a particular enterprise chosen,is 

a portion of fan labor demand is predetermined.
 
Substitutes are avdilable 
for family labor. As mentioned earlier,
 
unskilled hired labor may release 
 family labor for higher paid off-farm 
work. If appropriate technology exists, machinery and animal power may 
efficiently substitute for family labor. Thus, the effect of the stock 
value aid/or expenditures for machinery and to bework animals need tested. 
Family Charac!.erlstics 
Education can affect the labor supply in several ways (Michael, 1972). 
Education has an effect on wages. The higher the education, the greater 
will be the skills and qualifications of the individual and the greater the 
probability that he will attain higier remuneration. Education may also be 
a proxy for a person's ambition, as well as tastes and preferences toward 
market work. 
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Age and health of the individual can be expected to influence time 
allocation. Labor force participation varies over the individual's life
 
cycle. With advanced age, the individual may choose to work less and
 
many industrial firm resist hiring new 
middle-aged employees. Health
 
problems are likely to be 
more frequent with advanced age. 
Family size and composition influence time allocation. A large family 
relative to the size of the farm will be forced to seek off-farm work to
 
reach high per capita income targets. 
On the other hand, a family with
 
several small children or old people may require 
so much time of the
 
adults, especially the wife, that little tine is left for participation
 
in the labor market. As children become older, they may perform some of
 
the 
 farm work and child care thereby releasing adults for off-farm work. 
Socio-Psychological Factors
 
Soe countries have 
 strong traditions about the roles of family members, 
particularly women. In soe countries, women are expected to perform tra­
ditional roles within the home and are frowned upon if they attempt certain 
farm tasks or off-farm work. 
On the other hand, women in many African
 
countries traditionally do certain farm tasks so husbands have more time for 
off-farm work. 
Attitudes vary towards work and the types of work considered acceptable 
or desirable. 
Some individuals have far less inclination to work off the 
farm and face the structured, demanding role that indvstrial work might entail. 
Racial and ethnic differences in work patterns may represent different atti­
tudes toward work or economic discrimination.
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7,his chapter presents an anlysis oof-amemploymrent and its impact 44 
on faxrm income in Taiwan. The fir~st section presents brief highlights of 
the post World War II Taiwanese economy. Some of the economic developmnt 
strategies ueed in Taiwan are discussed as they relate to off-farm employ­
ment of farm households. Trends in farm household income and income distri­
bution are discussed. The last section presents the results of analysis to
 
deteirdne the factors associated with off-farm earnings. 
THE POST WORLD WAR II TAIWANESE ECONOMY 
Overview
 
The Taiwanese economy has experienced rapid growth since World War II. 
Real GNP rose at an annual rate of 8 percent during the years 1953 to 1975 
(Table 9) and per capita income reached U.S. $700 in 1975. The industrial 
sector grew at rapid 14 percent per year compared to the rather substantial 
growth registered in agriculture of over 4 percent. During the first four 
governmental Four-Year Plans beginning in 1953, emphasis was placed on in­
4dustrializatlon imder the slogan "Agriculture supports industry, and industry 
develops agrdculture." Beginning with the fifth Four-Year Plan in 1969, 
greater attention was given to the rural sector. 
,'Parto of this chapter draw heavily from the tunpublished M.S. thesis of Mei Yu'
 
Wu and an un~published paper by Marcia Goweni on "Taiwan' s Economico Developmet

and Market Linkages."
 
.4 
-
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TABLE 9: Annual Growth Rate of Selected Indicators 
of Taiwan's Economy, 1953-1975 
ProductionPeriod GNP Population Agi. Ind. Export Inport 
1953-1956 7.5 3.7 5.0 11.8 23.3 19.1 (1st Plan) 
1957-1960 
 6.3 3.6 4.2 
 11.9 20.7 23.7 (2nd Plan) 
1961-1964 8.5 
 3.2 5.9 13.4 31.4 12.8 (3rd Plan)
 
1965-1968 9.4 2.7 5.7 17.8 16.4 20.8
 
(4th Plan)
 
1969-1972 10.8 
 2.9 2.2 
 21.3 39.6 29.3
 (5th Plan)
 
1973-1975 5.1 1.8 
 1.3 7.8 20.8 37.7(6th Plan) 
1953-1975 7.9 3.0 4.1 14.0 25.7 23.9 
Source: Taiwan Statistical Data Book, 1976, Economic Planning Council, Executive 
Yuan, Taipei, Taiwan.
 
Export promotion has been a key factor in the development strategy.
 
The rate of growth in exports exceeded 25 percent per year between 1953
 
and 1975. The value of industrial exports grew from less than U.S. $10
 
million in the early fifties to over U.S. $4 billion in 1975. In spite 
of this rapid growth in total exports, the value of imports frequently 
has been even larger and capital transfers have helped cover balance of 
payments deficits. 
Taiwan's experience in population policy has also been unqiue. In the 
1950's population growth exceeded three percent per year, but due to reduced 
i rnigration and birth control programs, the rate fell below 2 percent in 
the 1970's. The agricultural population reached its peak of just over 6 mil­
lion persons in 1969 and began to decline thereafter. 
Substantial 3tructural changes have occurred in the Taiwanese economy. 
Industry now accounts for about 35 percent of net domestic product, while 
the agricultural share has fallen to less than 20 percent. Industrial ex­
ports represeited less than 10 percent of the total in 1953, now represent 
over 80 percent. Industrial employment, however, represents only 24 percent 
of the total, while agriculture still employs about 37 percent. Clearly, 
agriculture lags behind industry in productivity in spite of being very pro­
ductive when compared to other countries. 
Economic Development Sbrategies 
The Tawanese have followed a number of industrial and agricultural stra­
tegi.s 1/Jiich appear, to have influenced the trends in rural household incomes 
discussed in the next section. Sore of the most important strategies are 
briefly ,u.monrized here. 
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Promtion of Labor-Intensive Industry 
Unlike several other low income countries, Taiwan has pursued an in­
dustrialization strategy designed to reduce the drain on scarce capital and 
utilize fairly abundant labor. Labor-intensive small and medium industries 
have benefited from special loans, technical assistance, input supply and 
market expansion programs, etc., provided by the governmnt. Food process­
ing, light machinery, textiles and clothing industries have benefited and 
together they represent one-third of the manufacturing sector (Vepa, 1971). 
Geographic Distribution of Industry 
Taiwan is small (240 miles in length, less than 90 miles wide at its 
maximum width) but the central mountain range presents a significant barrier 
so much of the industry is located in the west. To encourage decentraliza­
tion, in 1972 the government began setting up industrial parks, provided 
loans to factories to purchase land, offered tax benefits for decentraliza­
tion and imrproved rural infrastructure. Four parks have been set up to 
date and private investors have been encouraged to set up factories for 
food processing, handicrafts and other labor-intensive products. One hundred 
and eighteen factories had been set up by 1972 (Yu, 1972). The smallness of 
the country coupled with this industrialization strategy places off-farm employ­
ment opportnities in close proximity to rural households. 
Foreign Tr-dde 9 / 
Taiwan's trade policy has experienced two phases: the import substitution
 
phase (1950-59) and the export substitution phase (1959 to the present). During 
2/ Paauw and Fei (1973) discuss the Taiwanese foreign trade sector in detail. 
4 
ecQ av11 idu Agr t-es dicta o -­bS e 
e oy o d pL ecedri syte 't~d6s;',,'g~ clua dtpe~____- t iwrpredomtna ed.W 
In'199, 6i sifed. ~A uitsare xchanprate, wasddopted, tariff pro­
~. tection wa rgesvl euelinflation was brouight under control and 
S 	 interest rates were liberalized. Under this liberalized market system, 
growth emiphasized the development of industries for the export of labor­
intensive goods. The emrging industries employed the labor released from 
a modernizing agriculture. Entrepreneurial development was promoted by 
transfer of technology from advanced countries through a variety of foreiEji 
assistance programs.
 
Land Reform
 
The postvar land reform, initiated in 1949 and completed in 1953, removed 
the farm sector and set the stage for a unimodelmuch of the inequality in 
The program consistedrural development strategy (Johnston and Kilby, 1975). 

of 	land rent reductions, public land sales and a "Landto-the-Tiller Program.," 
Landlords were required to sell land in excess of a small ceiling (three hec­
twes in the case of ediun-grade paddy) and new operators were assisted to 
buy land. These changes contributed to the general trend in productivity 
increases exq)erienced during the previous decades. 
Subsequent controls on fax~n size have created problems however. The 
average amount of cultivated lend per family declined consistently from 1.24 
hectares in 1953 to 1.02 hectares in 1972. A sligit upward trend has been 
noted since 'then. consolidation efforts are now in effect. Limits are­-land 
placed on land fragmntation, credit is available for land purchase$ and vo­
-cat ioral training centers have been set up to facilitate'the out ratgralion 
-
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of some farmers. Farmers that have reached the limit of biological tech­
nologies and cannot expand farm size must seek off-farm employment in order 
to raise family incom. 
Agricultural Technology 
Taiwan's agricultural development traditionally emphasized improved in­
frastructure, agricultural research, dissemination of improved technology 
through farmer's associations, incentives to use new technology, and heavy 
taxation. Farmers have responded accordingly by increasing the use of new 
technology and intensifying land use. Yields have risen to high levels. 
In the latter part of the 1960's, however, the benefits of biological tech­
nology were largely exhausted and labor costs were rising. The government 
then shifted from a land-saving to a labor-saving farm mechanization stra­
tegy (Hu, 1975). Special policies were introduced including low interest 
rate machinery loans, farm machinery research programs, and technical train­
ing. Appendix Table 3 shows the number of all major types of agricultural 
machinery. Up to the early 1960's, the growth rate was fairly slow. In 
1974 and 1975 expansion was more rapid due mainly to the promotion of joint 
farming, joint farm management and machine farming services (Eben, 1976). 
These efforts were undertaken to facilitate mechanization on small size 
farms. This expansion in mechanization can be expected to reduce peak season 
labor bottlenecks thereby facilitating increased agricultural production and 
more off-farm work. 
Intersectoral Resource Flows 
T. H. Lee (1971) has documented how the agricultural sector contributed 
to industry through taxes, land rents, food and raw materials, and transfers 
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-and interest pay­through financial institutions. Before land reform, rents 
in ef­
ments were extracted from cultivators by landowners. Then the state 
land reform and resources flowed out offect replaced the landlord through 
and land payments. A rice-fertilizer barteragriculture in the form of taxes 
system was u ed to tax agriculture by setting an unfavorable implicit price 
Later financial institutions facilitated intersectoral financialratio. 
flows. Although farrers may not have been squeezed more than other sectors, 
has been to reduce disposable income. Thus, off-farmclearly the net effect 

.Lncomr -ources offered an alternative means to increase family income.
 
FARM HOUSHIOLD INCOME TRENDS 
Farm household income trends, as reported by farm record-keeping families, 
are shown in Table 10. Average farm and off-farm income is also shown in 
just over NT $60,000 in 1960. From 1961Figure 6. Average net farm incomre was 
through 1965, farm income never exceeded NT $67,000. in 1966, however, it ex­
first time, sharply to almost NT $80,000ceeded NT $70,000 for the and climbed 
by 1968. Fan Income suffered a sharp decline to approximately NT $60,000 in 
did not exceed NT $80,000 again until 19 7 4.1969, then -,tarted to rise but 
Average off-farn income showed a strikingly different pattern. It totaled 
slowly rose to NT $20,000 byless than N'T $10,000 on the average in 1960, and 

in 1971 and took
1968. It rose quickly thereafter reaching almost 	 NT $30,000 
was untilanother jump to almst NT $50,000 by 	1972. rfhere little change 
to almost NT $68,000. Thus it appears1975 when it took yet, another upturn 
that. 11 rate of' Increase In off-farm incorm! moved sharply upward in 1969 just 
income recovered, off-farm incomewhen fain Income abruptly fell. Uater as farm 
TABLE 10: Average Family Budgets of Record-Keeping Families,_a 
Taiwan, 1960-75
 
Average Averaie Average Net Far Family Icom asNo. Metof Household Net NetFarm Average IncoeYear Families Off-Far, Household Minus Income % ofInco-e Minus (1) (2) Income incomeY- Expenses Expenses Expenses Family(3) (4) Inccme(5) 
 (6) k4)-(6) (3)-(6) 
 (5)/(3)
1960 95 70,1475 61,166 9,308 
 56,973
1961 207 75,900 4,193 13,502 13
65,596 10,304
1962 62,154
223 74,731 63,241 3,442 13,7116 14
11,490
1963 59,715
277 77,327 66,648 3,526 15,016 15
10,679
1964 535 59,415 7,233
71,596 58,605 12,991 17,912 14
1965 501 54,893 3,712
81,347 65,539 16,703 18
15,807
1966 62,432
430 90,215 3,107 18,915
73,687 16,527 19
1967 65,224
402 92,700 75,369 17,331 8,463 24,991 18
69,144
1968 416 99,744 79,859 19,884 6,225 23,556 19
1969 71,438
411 84,119 59,768 8,421 28,306 20
24,350
1970 404 90,603 73,158 -13,390 10,961
65,481 '3,120 62,643 29
1971 387 103,700 74,514 -7,162 17,960 28
1972 452 29,186 83,134 -8,620 20,566
126,011 76,345 49,665 28
1973 460 127,701 74,946 52,754 97,218 -20,873 28,793 39
1974 461 92,915 -17,969
132,176 82,848 49,328 34,786 41
91,166
1975 468 158,505 90,763 -8,318 41,010 37
67,742 113,402 
-22,639 
 45,103 43
 
Source: Cormuted from Report ofFarm Record-Keeping Families in Taiwan, Department of Agricultureand Forestry, Provincial Governrment, Taiwan, various y7ears 1961-1976.
a! In 1975 NTift deflated using index of wholesale orices. NT $38 = U.S. $1 at official 1975exchange rate. 
b/ Includes incorre from property, wages, sideline businesses, and mi.scellaneous sources. 
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continued its rapid upward trend rather than return to the slower pre-1969 
rate of growth. As a result, the share of off-farm income in total household 
income rose from 13 percent in 1960 to 43 percent in 1975. 
Off-farm income clearly helped Taiwanese farmers finance a fairly 
steady increase in household expenditures as shown in Table 10. Through 
1968, farm income was sufficient to cover all household expenses. In spite 
of the decline in farm income in 1969, household expenses actuall increased 
because almost 20 percent were financed out of off-farm income. In all sub­
sequent years, off-farm income represented a fairly significant source of 
income for household expenses.
 
The source of off-farm income has changed significantly over time as 
shown in Table 11. Income from property represented almost 20 percent of 
the total in 1960, but thaL share fell to less than half that amount in the 
1970's. Wage income represented 20 to 30 percent from 1960 to 1971, then 
started to fall until it represented only about 9 percent in 1975. Likewise 
income from miscellaneous sources fell from about 30 percent in 1960 to less 
than 20 percent several times in the 1970's. On the other hand, the category 
of sideline income including various types of entrepreneurial activities 
rose fairly steadily from just over 20 percent to over 60 percent in the 1970's. 
Small size farms tend to earn proportionately more income from off-farm 
sources. Table 12 shows the percentage of total household income coming from 
off-farm sources by farm size group from 1960-1975. In 1960, the smallest 
size group earned about 20 percent of household income from off-farm sources, 
while these sources represented only 8 percent for the largest size group. 
By the 1970's, however, approximately two-thirds of the household income of 
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TABLE 11: Off-Farm Tncome Sources of Farm
 
Record-Keeping Failies, Taiwan, 1960-1975
 
Property Wage Sideline Miscellaneous 
Year Income Income Income Income 
1960 	 18.5 28.8 23.7 29.0
 
1961 	 18.9 24.9 26.5 29.7 
1962 19.1 23.8 23.0 34.1
 
1963 14.6 26.4 35.0 24.0
 
1964 10.9 28.6 39.9 20.5
 
1965 10.3 26.1 38.4 25.2
 
1966 15.5 25.7 31.5 27.4
 
1967 12.6 26.1 35.9 25.3
 
1968 13.7 26.7 36.7 22.9
 
1969 9.8 27.5 41.5 22.2
 
1970 9.8 32.1 38.5 19.5
 
1971 10.1 23.8 42.9 23.2
 
1972 6.9 14.0 62.3 16.9
 
1973 8.8 13.1 62.6 15.4
 
1974 9.2 12.7 63.3 14.8
 
1975 8.8 9.1 60.7 21.3 
1960-75 
Average 12.3 23.1 41.4 23.2 
Source: 	 Coirputed fron Report of Farm Record-Keeping Families in 
Taiwan, Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Provincial 
Government of Taiwan (PDAF), various years 1961-1976. 
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TABLE 12: Off-Fam Income of Farm Record-Keeping Families as a Percent
 
of Household Income, by Farm Size, Taiwan, 
1960-1975 
Farm Size Group in Chia a-/ 
Year Less than 0.51 to 1.1 to 1.6 to Over 
0.5 	 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0
 
Percent
 
1960 20.1 18.0 18.6 10.9 8.0
 
1961 19.9 19.2 13.9 6.0 14.4
 
1962 25.0 16.5 17.7 
 12.3 10.3
 
1963 33.3 18.3 14.6 11.4 8.2
 
1964 35.3 15.1 10.3
23.6 13.8 

1965 35.3 24.8 17.9 
 15.2 11.8
 
1966 42.5 20.4 19.8 14.3 12.3
 
1967 41.5 17.6 	 12.1
19.7 18.8 

1968 45.4 24.7 16.9 18.6 14.0
 
1969 54.5 37.7 	 24.6
26.0 19.0
 
1970 51.9 25.7
35.2 22.1 19.7
 
1971 53.3 32.8 23.8 28.5 22.2
 
1972 63.0 50.9 39.4 34.7 25.8
 
1973 67.6 47.3 38.6
42.5 25.5
 
1974 64.7 35.4 25.6
44.2 33.2 

1975 69.9 51.1 44.0 
 38.5 26.0
 
Source: 	 Report of Farm Record-Keeping Families in Taiwan, Department of 
Agriculture and Forestry, Provincial Governmnt, Taiwan, various 
years. 
a/ Cne Chia equals 0.97 	Hectares. 
the smallest size group came from off-farm sources compared to one­
fourth for the 
largest size group. The pattern was quite consistent 
groups larger the farm,for a21 size for all years. The the smaller
 
the, shae of off-farn incor. in total household income.
 
IncorrE (listribuition among farm households 
 is nmproved because of
 
this distribution of' off-farm Incone.-
 Gini ratios and income shares 
ae reported in Table 13 for selected years. In 196,0, the lowest 110 
ercent of the f',n record-kecping families earned almost 22 percent of 
he tal!m] inc:,,m :tlme-; of the total household,rvl 2.) percent incone. 
9v 107i, this roup', shar'o (K' fs:rr incom?) had fallen to just over 15 
Tr.' , but th .h" of Qunhould .neon. was :stilI about 22 percent, 
due r) the i. ,;rea-r: in of!f-f',er ,-come. The top 20 percent earned over 
17 rerc:,t of' th ncurinw':-w 1960 and that snare had risen to over 
h..ercent V- 174. HoweveL, ' -b'7oup only increased its share of txot,al 
househoid in, w, Prom 36 pere..,t to: just over 38. Likewise, the Min 
:',tlAo f !-,,o :;how.- r, s :'trhatia-l increase rom .29 in 1960 to~r . 
.V) K , t P MRe ,,, sehold Incone only rose from .26 to .2.).19741 > 'Tio 
Clearly, if 1 ,w-i ';r, ' fari.: h ,;,holds woul. not h:-ive earned such a J.-ir., 
proportion o" -)ff-.f;a.,-ri Incoa:i, r -ral Income distribution in Taiwan would 
havy smiily ,]eteriorated In t119 period. 
1Q/ T,:a n ,I ','', no the cases in inter­n no a" few the World Bank 
nai;onal compur'isrr that. to have experienced growth and rapid
:rq ovenrrat J! :, d :',: !I,, tion (Chenery, ef al . , 19711). The 
MU.nJ coi.icirrnt o F hou;s,eJhold Incomo- Is reportecI to improvedhave 
rwn .56 h l n) .33 On 164. hi 1964, the lowest percent oF the 
noulntlon InIorrK recelved just over 20 percent of the Income. 
TABLE 13: Incone Shares and Gini Ratios for Farm Households, Taiwan, Selected Years 
Income 
Gm-U. 
lowest 
1960 
Farm Family 
1965 
Farm Family 
Year 
1970 
Farm Family 
1973 
Farm Family Farm 
40 Percent 
Middle40 Percent 
TOD20 Percent 
Gini Ratio 
21.8 
40.7 
37.5 
.289 
23.7 
40.4 
35.9 
.258 
18.5 
39.8 
41.7 
.345 
21.3 
39.6 
39.0 
.301 
19.3 
39.9 
40.8 
.332 
21.6 
40.2 
38.0 
.289 
15.3 
40.5 
44.3 
.390 
23.0 
40.0 
37.3 
.275 
15.3 
39.5 
45.3 
.398 
21.7 
39.9 
38.4 
.294 
Source: Calculated from Tawanese farm record-keeping data. 
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An important question is, "How would income distribution have changed 
if there would have been fewer off-farm employment opportunities? This
 
question cannot be answered unequivically. Low-income households probably
 
would have intensified farm operations 
 so farm incomes would have increased. 
Given the high intensity of land use already in Taiwan, however, it is hard 
to imagine that further intensification would have produced the large amount 
of income earned from off-farm sources. Thus, household income distribution 
probably would not have become as concentrated as farm income reported here, 
but neither is it likely to have been as evenly distributed as was the case
 
when large amounts of off-farm income were earned by low-income families. 
O1VV-1,ARM INCOME MODEL 
The data presented up to this point have shown how off-farm income has
 
grown for Taiwanese farm households and how it has contributed to improved
 
income distribution. 
This section presents the results of analysis to test
 
the factors associated with off-farm earnings. 1 1/
 
MODEL SPECIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF DATA 
Economic Model 
The mode.L used in this analysis is based on the theory presented in Chapter 
III. In a fmily context, the variables expected to explain off-farm earningsi2/ 
include: on-farm wage rate of each worker (husand or wife), off-farm wage rate 
of each worker, family nonearnings income, prices of market inputs, number of 
adults, nunber of dependent, caid several environmental factors. Since prices of 
market inputs -Ire asmed cornst.trt, In this type of cross-section study, the off­
11/ These results are (iscussed in more detail in Mei-Yu Wu's thesis. 
12/ Note the definit ton of eatnings presented later in this chapter. 
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farm earnings function can be written as: 
E = f(wii, W12, V, A, B, E) 
where Wil = on-farm wage rate of ith person in household, 
W12 = off-farm wage rate of ith person in household, 
V = household nonearnings income,
 
A = number of adults in household, 
B = number of dependents in household, and 
R = environmental factors. 
As noted in the theory section, the response of off-farm labor to changes 
in these variables may be different in those households where farm work is con­
sidered the primary work coq)ared to households where it is treated as secondary 
employment. 'Therefore, In addition to adjusting the model to data from an entire 
sample of fCains, the several data sets employed in this study were disag regated 
into two Pgroups of households: full-time and part-time farm households. Full­
time farm families were defined as those earning more from farming than from 
off-farm earnIngs. In households where this occurs, It is likely that the farm 
Is considered to be the primary job. Part-time farm families were defined as 
those earning more than fifty percent of total household income from off-farm
 
earnings.
 
Description of Data 
The data used in this analysis were compiled from a farm record-keeping pro­
ject in Taiwan. 'he project originally started in ten vocational schools in 
1953, later was transferred to farmer's associations, and finally in 1972 became 
the retsponslbi]ity of local governments. original recorded'Ihe data were by 
farers with close supervision, so a high degree of accuracy was realized. 
as s. 1960was ahosenasilabe t hi Stte niy for theyears 1960 
9o7 were eiled s shown in Table 14 the 
nubrof farm -varies from less than 100 to over 500. S1olme farms partici­
. ~ 
197eeigh agiu rrons. 19iina i h ecod A hnalegt e 
of r icoae froms t he riina hw ale nL 
pated for several years. 
The five years of 1960, 1965, 1968, 1970 and 1973 were selected for an 
alysis. 1960 was chosen since It is the first year of available data, oven 
:. i: 
:!!:. 
though the nuber or observations is small and they represent only thre. of­
the eight agricultural regions. 1965 is the second year when all eit rr­
gions were included in the project. 
off-farm incoe was teadily rising, 
It represents part of the period when 
as shown earlier in Figure 6. 1968 rep­
resents the last year in the Lo s when farm income enjoyed a steady increase. 
In 1970, farm :1ncone 
rapidly Increasing. 
was in the midst of a slump, while off-farm incono was 
1.973 represented a year of peak off-farm incorw in the 
1960-1974 porLod. 
Definition of Variables 
The suirmary nature of the data did not permit specification of the type 
of modlel Ideally determined by theory. This section describes how the avail­
able data were treated In order to develop the most appropriate statistical imcde1. 
0ff-Farnm Earnings 
Data were not reported on time worked off the farm. Thus, the dependent 
variable had to be specified as earnings 
Hlousehold income is derived from everal 
rather than sowe 
f"r and o>'-f 
tasure of time. 
sources. The off­
farmn sourcoes include: a), property fioonm from land, houses, financial, instru -
mennts, mchinery and livostock rental; ,)wage 1ncomeon~ ) sideline inom icld; 
IV,ng both salaries and inon t~ aiu cuain;add 
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TABLE 14: Number of Farmers' Associations, Agricultural fegions, 
and Households in Record-Keeping Project in Taiwan, 1960-74 
Farmers' Agricultural Participating 
Year Associations Regions Farm Households 
1960 7 3 95 
1961. 17 3 207 
1962 18 3 223 
1963 21 3 277 
1964 40 8 535 
1965 40 8 501 
1966 28 8 430 
1967 28 8 402 
1968 36 8 416 
1969 36 8 411 
1970 36 8 404 
1971 36 8 347 
1972 36 8 452 
1973 36 8 460 
1974 36 8 461 
Source: 	 Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Provincial Government 
(PDAF), Report of Farm Record-Keeping Families in Taiwan, 
various issues 1961-1975.
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Off-farm earnings were defined to include items b and c on the assumption they
 
would most closely represent labor earning. Since these data were reported as 
total amounts for the year, there was no way to test for the seasonality in
 
labor use.
 
On-Farm and Of f-Farm Wage Rates 
Obtaining accurate measures of wage rates presented several problems. Data 
were not available to distinguish between the marginal returns to farm labor for 
the various.; memr!ers of the household. Time spent in off-farm work was not 
renorted, uioe ,ere earrngs reported for each household member. 
A proxy wa.; calculated for the on-farm wage rate by subtracting from net 
farm income an Irmuted 7 percent rtu-n to farm capita.. This rate was assumed 
to represent a reasonable opportinity cost of capital since official interest 
rates wore A!mp,oxlmtely this level for several years. The average daily on-farm 
wage rate was then est-ianted by divi1ding the resulting returns to family labor 
and manaemiiii by the totaLl nuner of household clays reported spent on farm work. 
Estina, Iri, the o)ff-farm wage ra wawas more pi blemtic. An estimate 
of' off-fain lubor day:-, wan requ(ired. It was assumed that 300 days for male 
adults and 150 day,, for fV4iale adults was a reasonable approxitliation of the 
riinnber of' days; worked by rural resldent;. Thus, the total family labor supply 
was estImated based on household composition. T1he days reported worked on the 
farm were deducted from the total labor' supply, leaving a balanced assumed to 
represent off-i-,aim work. Reported off'-fann earnings were divided by off-farm 
work day!s io obtiln the., off-ruair dally wafrge rate. 
',,fl.'Nt I i rnbl). m; need to be recorp~zed in this procedure in addition 
.oobv! ,u:, m,,,T r'',,l; .rrOr'. A posItlve bias tiny result when the dependent 
-'.arlabit , rn ,alt Irigs, J.!'"-1 8'(ed as t e nwmerator in the construction of 
the w,,ge rate var.litlo IIDa Van-.o, 1,t a]..). No income was reported for the 
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farm households reporting no off-farm earnings. Thus, the wage rate is 
zero. A number of observations ae clustered at this point. Higgins (1974) 
and Sexton (1975) used an instrumental variable technique to inpute a wage 
rate in these cases. The Taiwanese data, however, did not report the nec­
essary human capital attributes of household members, such as age and edu­
cation, required for this approach. 
Nonearnings Income
 
Nonearnings income refers to the other sources of off-farm income not
 
directly related to off-farm work. Included is income from household assets
 
such as rents and interest, and other,miscellaneous sources.
 
Family Size
 
Two measures of family size were included in the model. The first is
 
the total number of adults between the years of 15 and 60 which represent 
the potential family labor supply. These adults are available for off-farm 
work and sowe adults can care for children while other family mrmbers under­
take farm and off-farm work. 
The nurrber of persons under 15 and over 60 years of age were considered 
as family dependents. It was assumed that these persons would require a cer­
tain amount of care by the adults in the family. Thus, as the nurber of de­
pendents Increase, ceterls parlbus, the adults must spend more time in depend­
ent care and have less time to earn off-farm earnings. 
Environ -xnta-1Factors 
A nwrber of factors, in addition to on-farn and off-farm wap.p rates, such as 
nonearnlngs" ncome and faintly size ,r expected to influence off-farm earninpp 
due to their effect on the demand for on-farm labor. Several variables were 
W -W-1­
mt 
t ;taJ.n r ',ofEhecti~-ondb th huehold,, The cropping 
indexwasicluded as onelmeasure ofX intensity Qfr. land use. It would be 
2Jexected that an'inorease in cropping~index would be associated with more 
:s>~ farm work, thus, leaving less t1ie for off-flarm workc. Finally, certain 
farming enterprises are more labor-intensive than others. For exanple, ve­
getable, fruit, li,;estock and poultry production are relatively labor-intensive 
con:ared to rice growing. To test the effect of enterprise on off-farm earn­
ings, a variable was specified as the ratio of the receipts from these four 
enterprises to total farm receipts. Thus, a high ratio indicates a hgh 
proportion o1* labor-intensIve enterprises. 
Parnrs have -ubstttutes for amily labor on farms and the use of' these 
substitutes my release family labor for off-farm work. Thus, fa msch~rery, 
hiir:ed labor and aniural labor wero included in the model. All three variables 
wove e~rss as per hectare expenditures for the year. 
Other houtehold specific variables referTed to in Chapter III could not 
be tested since the stumma data did not report them. Thus, it was not pors­
silble to analyne factour such as ae of husband and wife, their education 
levels, health status, etc. 
DIPIRICAL 7I'S -MS-UT 
Parm Characteristics 
Table 15 presentv, the rm-nn values for selected characteristics of the 
sample farim for the five years studied. Farm and oL't-Lbm inome patterns ;~~ 
follow the trends noted above. Average real farm nO us~were highest in 
1968$ and off-fam in~cies we hi .st in 1973. ~1be averap fami ... 
"J .~li 
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7ABIE 15: !,Lan Value of Selected COaracterlstics or Sanple Hotjeholds,V
Tawan, 1960, 1965, 1968, 1970 and 1973 
Years 
Characteristics 
 1960 1e65 196B 1970 1973 F-atioU 
Saple Size 95 501 416 404 459
 
''arm Incur 45,893 48,924 56,663 48,669 56,333 
 6.99"1
('JT$/vear)a 
Off- am Eamings 3,745 8,022 10,349 13,678 31,445 
 98.16"1
('rT$/year)
 
-n-PaWgwe Rate 39.80
(' T$/dy) 73.10 60.10 50.90 50.40 2.28 
'r ',,Rate 10.90 30.40 
 32.00 64.30 55.30 
 4.74"*
(J17/day~ 
,onearrngs, Incoe 3,380 4,429 6,146 5,681 10,162 15.590('M$/war) 
Adi lts 4.41 3.96 4.39 4.30 
 4.66 6.13"#
 (nter) 
b'r'wndent s 5.24 4.29 
 4.19 3.81 3.33 19.90'" (nurxter)
 
tu'f 2ize 1.56 
 1.38 1.59 1.52 1.43 
 1.98
 
ernrnin' IrI'ex 229 212 206 186 188 19.98"(n.rcont)
 
Pam N-cejrts Ratio I.A.c 0.32 
 0.36 0.38 0.42 16.5600
 
Houneho],l "Arm hIbcr 622 1434 531 433 339 40.511 (davs)
 
'Itchinvrv :.ro- s( 436 1,447 978 1,813 1,913 3.94*1 
Hired .aicr'ExT4nse 2,184 3,144 3,470 4,1412 5,617 31.96"m 
Animal I'iYor Expense 370 434 382 351 1412 0.76(I'V $Ari 
a/ MnN'tRf-' '.':iWuei inw-, nhown 1973 7r$, eflated u.ing the Index of wholesale prices. 
b/ - wa!t: 1.9 eq wl n: etween-0oum" Twn uquaw'/wIthin oun.r ean nqim. Thedewme5 or rme'd:-, for all chameteristics in table are 4 and 1870 for the nuneratorand d",-nir tor, -'en.::rctivlv. 
- . n PliIftcwt at 0.05 level, * 1pilficant at 
0.01 lea-1. 
r/ Thisi vrzriable mm~ not aiali for 1960. 'P-ratto Is for 1965.1973 data only. 
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rate was highest in 1965 exceeding NT $73.00 per day but declined there­
after. Cn the other hand, the daily off-farm wage rose steadily to
 
NT $64.00 1 1970, then declined slightly to NT $55.00 in 1973. Average 
nonearnings income roughly tripled from 1960 to 1973. 
The trend in wage rates relative to off-farm earnings is interesting. 
He sugested that during the period 1951 to 1965 labor transfer from the 
at7-icultura- to nonagricultural sector in Taiwan occurred without the in­
ducelnt of I ! ar ware differential. Likewise the wage differentials 
for 'fa- 'ff-f'arn work ,,er- in of agriculture during the 1960's:nd favor 
on th<='e fan;i. s;o the X3:,rSI in off-farm earnings that occured in the 
perViod ilrd a to ocx!sc 'isa result of wages. However, the situa­
t irwi r!anrd in 19,0 when the off-farrrv ate first exceeded the farn rate. 
Th, sharn isv ,-. P, ',h,- in,,cnase in off-farin earnings beginning in the 
latter 19J,0)':. ad crntinuing into the 1970's is consistent with the wage_ 
rat, diff,.laJ tuning in favor of off-farm work. This could mark the 
beginninf of ,inr_ conpetitive labor rrkets. 
Several ,haripr-s also 'ceurmd in the households and farms during this 
period. !he niter of adults per household tended,verace to increase, 
while the avter'aFg nurber of dependents declined. Average farn size fluc­
tuated 1eAwecia4 ect es with no clear trend. These changes mayI. nd 1,6 li  
have been ds,; to the (lJffele-nces in households that participated in the 
proJect. cro' for 1970 was substantially less thane eppin g ind(,x atnd 1973 
the pruvi U years .1ng'ystIrc}a decline In intensity of cropping but the 
f'am n .- vt lI,,o _dased a," Iri Ir.Icating larger share of farm receipts 
comin- 1'-mrn ,,nr.aboi-ntcnslve enterprises. 
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The number of days the household spent on farm work sharply declined 
fnom over 620 in 1960 to about 3110 in 1973. Given the increase in average 
number of adults in the family, the decline in average days worked on the 
farn would suggest mre work 	 was being conducted off the farm. Some of 
this decline nny be explained by family labor substitutes. Machinery and 
hired labor expense both increased. There was no pattern to the variation 
reported in laboranimal expense. 
Model 	 Results
 
lhe "-;ults for the estimates of the off-farm earnings 
model are pre­
sented in 'able 16 for the total 	sample for 1960, 1965, 1968, 1970 	and 1973. 
The elaticity of off-fam earnings with resuect to each variable calcu­
lated at the riyan level of the observations is also presented. In all
 
cases the 
ie'xrssions were s1pnificant at the percent level and theone 

adRWtted officients of determination (0) 
 range from 0.105 to 0.527. 
The Mdel explained a much larger proportion of the variation in off-farm 
earninp: -n 1973 than in the other years.
 
The on-f'arm wafge rate had 
a negtive influence on off-farm earnings
 
in all years as expected, 
 but the coefficient was sigE[ificant only in the
 
last two years. The elasticity of off-fam earnings 
with 	respect to this 
variable was- lowvery suggest-Ing that as 	 wage ratethe on-farm change-s, 
there 	will b,. a less than proportionate change In off-fartn earnings. 
This result Irplies that off-farn earnIngs are not slfnificantly affected 
by farm incorr,-. 
The offl-fain wa r rate had a positive effect on off-farm earnings, 
as expected, and the coefficient was significant in all five regressions. 
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TABLE 16b: Regression Coefficients and Related Statistics for Sammle HoImeholds,
 
Taiwan, 1960, 1965, 1968, 1970, and 1973
 
1970 1973 
Elasti- ]lAsti 
cities cities 
Reg-ession of Regression of 
Coet- Oft-P-arm Coef- Off-Parm 
Variables ticient E T-Value ficient Eaznz T& 
1. Intercept 5148.6 - - 16586.8 - ­
2. W1 -41.92 -0.16 3.51"" -10.96 -0.02 2.67" 
3. 9.64 0.05 3.5600 194.62 0.34 18.03w2 
4. V 0.18 0.07 2.82 0.15 0.05 2.15 
5. A 2122.3 0.86 7.3059 5678.5 o.84 10.07" 
6. B 604.5 0.22 2.26 -1320.9 -0.14 2.4" 
7. L -3059.9 -0.44 4.76" -7312.7 -0.33 6.27 
8. x -12.53 -0.22 1.12 -42.69 -0.25 2.1' 
9. F -1247.6 -0.04 0.45 -1334.3 -0.18 3.77w 
10. S 0.09 0.01 0.63 -0.26 -0.02 1.12 
U. H 0.45 0.15 2.57"0 0.67 0.12 2.98" 
12. G 0.84 0.02 1.00 4.77 0.06 3.34" 
0.2O660 0.52733 
p-ratio 10.540" 47.45"4 
D.P. (11,392) (1n.1447) 
at Data rot available fr this year. 
* SL&dficalt at 0.05 level. 
It Sigd~icat at 0.01 leel. 
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The coefficients were all inelastic ranging from 0.03 to 0.34 with the
 
first and last years being relatively more elastic than the other three.
 
The inelastic response suggests that as off-farm wage rates rise, off­
farm earnings also rise but at a slower rate. This implies that the 
tirr spent working off the farm actually declines as the wage rate rises. 
This restult could be explained in two different ways. First, if house­
holds ar initially in equilibrium in the off-farm labor market, the re­
duction In off-farm work would imply a backward bending supply cuve. 
The hIcorn effect of an increase Li off-farm wage rate exceeds the substi­
tlon effect so hcuso2holdls choese to spend more time n leisure. Second, 
the PtsUlt cuildbe e:plir .d Ly a lack of effective demand for the labor 
b. ol ' wh:iW1, would ilv that housdolds work less than their de­
.sni.- d ur)t t e " Ii off-1?,uT ijork. 
As iiotcKl above, the daily on-farin wage rate declined from 1965 to 
1973, while the off-fan wage rate increased. The conined effect was to 
in r ase off'-fua;i lamins rmore tlmn if only one of the variables would 
have chriiig!d rll(, shift In wg differential in favor of the off-farm 
wage, txiei"o , could logtca ly explain part of the rapid increase noted in 
off-fa-i earnings. 
The coef:'icient for nonearnirigs, V, was positive all five years rather 
than negative as expected. There ae at least three possible explanations 
for this result. J1irst, therx ri'iy be soime unspecified errors In me.asurement 
rX none'lrIrv.; 4nr!a. a_ e(nd, oiie of' the variation In off-frm and non­
ou'ni ig., IriC., iinv t'lo v;ar.itIons .In hous'ehold cycle, tirnyn ,Irmly life 
pref t! :,.s,, or ta:;Ie'; br aisct, rather than a causal relationship between 
Incmor rinld ];:ibor iIpplv. 'Tirl, Mnros (1976) noted that noneartlnngs inco[t irtry 
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tend to reduce the asking wage for off-farm work thereby increasing the 
probability of off-farm work. 
The number of adults in the household, A, had a positive effect on off­
farm earnings as expected and the coefficient was significant all years. 
The elasticity ranged from a low .62 in 1960 to 1.14 1968.in Thus, a
 
10 percent change in number 
of adults is associated with approximately
 
a 10 percent increase in 
 off-farm earnings. In 1973, an additional adult 
was associated with an WT $5,700 increase in off-farm earnings compared to 
average off-far earnings per adult of $6,750. This would imply that an 
additional adult earns somewhat less than the average off-farm earnings 
of persons currently workL:g. 
The variable for number of dependents, B, produced variable results. 
The coefficient was positive except for 1973, and was significant four
 
out 
 of the five years. The elasticity was variable but generally quite 
inelastic. One Interpretation of this result is that an increase in
 
number of dependents 
 leads to both an income and substitution effect. 
An Incon-i effect. occurs when an increase in dependents reduces per capita 
household 1.ncone. Coversely, a substitution of hone tin- for market time 
occurs when an additional dependent is added to the household. This im­
plies that an adult must glve up soe off-farm earnings to take care of' 
the ckpendent. The nodel rseLUS suggest the income effect prevailed up to 
1973 vwhen the substitution effbct may have become more predominant. It is 
possible that, per capita household income had rceached a threshold level so 
that adults pr.ferm)d to f'oruo off-farr eannings when another dependent 
was added to the household. 
Fari , 1,, was-h Is ii rIcant In 1960 but -d-ppifl cant and nefitively 
related to of'-farn earninis ati expected the other four years. The elasticity 
piierc6nt~zc ang Ai~nfaz siz
 
waa cria ninea 3,or h ercentchane i off-farmn earnings.
An 
Ino~~~fars&i~ sze wouldbe expected to increas 1edmn o n 
farm work so les'f-amwrk would be performed and less off-farm 
eaning realized. 
The cropping index, X, had a negative influence on off-farm earnings 
four out of the five years but the coefficient was significant only in 
1965 and 1975. There appeared to be a downward trend inthe elasticity
 
s-.ates, in 197., Ate elasticity was .25. This result suggests that
 
r che in the cropping index has a somewhat lesser impact on off-fmn,
 
"t"',atirgtharj a chi.net in fari size. A switch occurred in the relaUive
 
Jopotince of farm lctd and cropping index during the period. The elas­
ticiy of 1'a'm 3Zi v.dabelowi that of the cropping index in 1965 and ii, 
V.ovc in 1073 9.-, 1973.and c.,)f'ficients were insignificant half tho 
' val,,J1.l rtf.>."ctin:r iamtly labor substitutes gave mixed results, 
1,w ,.vichtiory ! variable, 3, was positive as expected two out of 
: a- bin, the frtcient va'3 always insignificant. Labor expenses, 
40"ilf ttJ a!t 'I , ~~i~ with off-farm eanriings however, &hnd 
,.efidy~1z'. .:.'~fiL V~f:~of the five years. The elasticity 
~-~i1 ting that 
~~'~1~d~ wt. ~'~..1ed with a 1 or' 2 perc ,, IIn 
*2. L~t ' w 1 t a .10 perceer't incrf.ase I j 
irnne 
-XV Pan-im ean in . F-inally, e s for animal labor we ,.J positively 
xelat to off-faii eatnings and wre sigif'ant in two or the five years. 
99j 
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The machinery expense variable was the most puzzling in light of the 
recent increase in farm mechanization. Perhaps this expense variable did 
not adequately capture the influence of mechanization and a stock variable, 
as used by Hu (1975) may have given better results. 
The simple correlation coefficients for these models are presented 
in Appendix Tables 5 through 9. Generally the correlations among independent 
variables are reasonably low. The exceptions are the correlations between 
farm size and nurrber of adults, and farm size and number of dependents. 
Larger farrs are associated with more adults and dependents. Thus, these 
variables r'ny be biased. Since several of the variables and the entire 
reji7esslon ue siLgnificant, however, a serious problem of multicollinearity 
is not evident. 
Full-Tie Lnd Part-Tine Household Samples 
rMe results presented above covered the five years analyzed with all 
observations Included In the sawe model each year. The theoretical section 
discussed how purt-tim farmrs mighit behave somewhat differently when off­
fin work I, conr-;Idered the prliiray job. To t- this possibility the 
sanples weie subdivided Into ful]-titi and part-tine households with part­
time household.! defined those eaining more off-farm earningsas than farm in­
coriu. In 1960, only two households iwpt this criterion. Di the other four 
years, howewr, A Sufficietnt; nuirer, of households trt the criterion so the 
analysis wan rer~un ep:ratepy for the two gups. 'he results of this analysis 
are reported In Appendix Tables 10 through 13. The results for 1973 are 
presented and discussed below. 
Tabe 7%presentsBth chrceitc of theAtwotypes of households
 
f~or 1973. These data plus Appendix Table s 11 and 12 rev~a1 intere'sting
 
over time. Table 17
differences in household Iharacte ristics and trends 
sunimrizes the trends in income and-wages. 
The nizrbev of observations neeting the part-time criterion varied 
between 29 and 47 in the first three years, then increased to 128 in 1973. 
S 
Part-tine farn were roughly halt' the size of fUll-time farms except In
 
The ntrber of adults on the full-time farms Increased from about
1968. 
J in 1965 to 4.76 in 1973. Part-tWie farms had approximately the jae 
number of ad"its aithotgh theie was rot as clear an upward trend. Doth 
from over 4 in 1965types of hou~seholdo, reduced their aumber of dependents 
to Just ovr 3 In 1973. The, ev',.,tng index on the full-time farms (191) 
farms (178) in1973 (Table 17).was signific'tly larger thWii on pfut-time 
from 1965 to 1973 for both gmur.Furthermore, the cropping idex declined 

of faxms but vas always higher on the full-tine fanrws. Full-tife Ibnrs
 
also had a cc,,sitent upward tivnd in the farm receipts ratio, while no 
clear trend was observed on pr--tme farm.s Althou b the number of house­
hold labor U;iyu spent on the tfam declined for both subgroups, the ntmber 
of days spent on the fram was rouly double for full-tine households. 
Some Inturesting trend.; in income and wag ratos are sumarized In Table 18. 
Farm incaire on full-time fIrns was substantially more than double that of 
were five tinpart-tine fains in all yearn ccelpt 1968. Off-fann earnngs 
as much oni part-tim, fwmz In 1965 and almosat doublad by 1973, while such 
earnij,*i moe than tripled frvn NT1$6,000 to over Wf$10,000 between 1965 
and 1973 for ful-tine houeholds. 
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TABLE 17: Mean Values of Selected Characteristics, Full-time and Part-time
 
Farm Households, Taiwan, 1973. 
-
Characteristics Type of Household F-RatioV
 
Full-time Part-time
 
Sanple Size 331 128 6.99** 
Farm Income (11$/year) 69,077 23,376 1.98 
Off-farm Earnings (MT$/year) 19,443 62,481 98.16* 
On-farm Wage R-ite (UTr$/day) 86.30 -42.60 2.28 
Off-frm Wap ' t (IIT$/day) 33.50 111.70 4.741* 
Nonearriing:; Irncon.r (N$/year) 11,942 5,559 15.59* 
Adults (nwmiw) 4.76 4.41 6.13* 
epend,;r it,:; (rriter') 3.42 3.09 19.90* 
,'aMn ,1:',, (ia.) 1.66 0.84 1.98 
Croppirv l Irdex (percent) 191 178 19.98* 
Farm Necelpts' Patio (M.$/rT$)b/ 0.43 0.40 16.56 * 
Ifoursehold Fann Nibor (days) 397 192 40.51*" 
rclcilntey ~LXp(2, (rrIt,/ha. ) 1,862 2,045 3.94 * 
H1Ir'd I;ibnr t'xj'.n:, (I$11/ha.) 5,320 7,372 31.96* 
Anim.l I;tbo. Expense (II$ia.) 311 673 0.76 
-a/Y-ratloI: eriol to: Bttween groups; mean square/within group:i mean square. 
The (4dgz'ee8-:- of freed(n for all characterlstics in table are 1 and 457 for the
raurratoi-, aryl deriomnln~itor.:; renpectlvely. 
b/,'u ,ccIp.reIt ratto 1'; leflne(d to be the ratio of receipts from vegetables, 
frult, 1Iv,:;tock UmU piultry to total farm receipts. 
*SlpiI'icarIt at 0.01 level. 
"SiirIfcant at 0.05 level. 
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TABLE 18: Mean Values of Selected Characteristics, Full-Time and 
Part-Time Households, Taiwan, 1965, 1968, 1970, 1973 
Year 
Itena / 1965 1968 1970 1973 
Farn Incoire 
FRl-1rpe. 51,123 61,319 52,782 69,077 
Part-'Tii, 16,6110 37,562 17,425 23,376 
Off-Farn &rnings 
1uil-'Tme 6,016 7,477 10,593 19,443 
Part-TIr 33,9314 148,674 37,114 62,481 
On-Fa mtWage Fate 
'15.20 63.20 56.10 86.30
 
Part-Timer 	 46.48 17.80 11.59 -142.63 
Off-Farm Wane Rate 
Ful1-Trl, 27.10 25.70 63.60 33.55 
P"It-Tp,? 	 73.60 l.90 70.00 111.70 
Source: Ar. -midx Tables 10 and 12. 
a/ 	 Monetairy v'lues are shown 1n 1973 NT$ deflated using the index of 
who] esa]se prices. 
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Wa& rates present an interesting pattern. On-fanm wage rates were 
substantially higher on full-time farms but tended to decline for both 
groups of households, except for an increase for fAL!l-time households in 
1973. Part-time households had negative on-farm wage rates in 1973. 
Off-farm wage rates also varied widely among the four years with part-time 
households earning a rate usually three to four times greater than full­
tire households. Only in 1970 were the off-farm wage rates fairly close
 
for the two gPOups. 
Given these differences in calculated wage rates, the two subgroups
 
of households appear to allocate more of their labor to those activities 
with the hiplest returns. Full-tim farm households earn a relatively 
higher on-fain rate and spend no re tie in on-fan., work. Part-time house­
holds earn hlJer wages in off-farm work and appear to spend rrore tim in 
such worik as evidenced by their higher off-farm income. The reasons for 
these war, differences are not clear. 'art-time households may have higher 
levels of education and/or job skills which permit them to obtain higher 
paying work. Futhennore, they nay invest more in their off-farm activity 
so the off-fam wage rate Is actually picking up returns to capital and 
labor. Since capital investmnts in off-farm activities were not reported, 
there was no way to separate out the returns to labor vs. capital. 
Full-tl rir households earned twice as much nonearnings income as part­
time households in 1973 and that difference had increased from 1965 when 
they eanied about 1 1/2 tinuo as much. 
Tale~ , the regressionl results for~ he two subgrups o±'house 
holds in 1973$,and' Appen'diiTables 1). present 'the same iinformation 
jfor al four years. All regressions were statistically sigiiac and 
the adjusted coefficients of determination (R2)ran~pd from .09 to .74. 
Generally the explanatory power of the mo~del was greatest for part-tinef­
households except In 1973 when they were approximately the saw. 
The on-farm wag variable did not perform as well in these models as 
with the ovexall sample. The iAs of the coefficients varied and nor­
were statistically significant. The off-farm wage rate variable, however, 
had the expected positive sig', in all cases and the coefficients were nig­
nitctant 1A all but one regression. There was no consistency in the elx-
LJCtty etirrlates however. 1ii the two years of 1965 and 1970, the &aatlci.Y 
on- paxt-tini , was greater, but the situation reversed in 1973 when th, 
response of off-fawn earings to off-farm wages was 0.63 on full-tim, fams 
co,.yired to C 14 on part-time fawirz. In both cases, the response was inelz­
tic , but n,., i asUtlc for full-time households. 
Nonearitngs Income, UI, continued to have the unexpected positive 
sign in both ,ub-oupo. Nuiber of adults, A,, was positively associated 
with of'f-farm earnings for both groups, and the elasticity was greater for 
full-time households in two of the three regression with significant coeffi­
cients. The variable for number of dependents$ B, varied in signs &Mdwas 
frequently insignificant. 
ram size, L, was sipilficant and had the expeoted sign for all full­
time household models, but was insigificant and had inconsistent sins ini 
Q~~> the part-time models. Appaently,tfai size has a consistent effect on 
~Koft-Thxi earninep ot' lV-t~me households, butnofr pat-im hushl. 
TABLE 19: 
Irdpenea
Vaiables 	 Re&-Vssin 
Coefficient 
1. LbIt 	 -1895.7 
2. W, 	 0.a2 
3. W2 	 362.9 
4. V 	 0.13 
5. A 	 41a8.9 
6. B 	
-819.71 
7. L 	
-917.4 
8. x 	 -15.29 
9. p 	 -"99.6 
10. S 	 0.22 
11. H 	 0.05 
12. G 	 -1.31 
V 

?-ratio 
D. of F. 
s1.-.c 
'Si1fWcant at 0.01 level. 
• at 0.05 level. 
e&es3lon Cc,?fflclents and Related Statistics "Full-tim Fan Fmilies" 
"Part-ti Farm Pmr.1ies," Taiw-an, 1973 
F -I-t'--e Furn Fam1-e3 
Elastl citles of Re'e-ssian 
O-f- fa.-" EarTngs T-Value Coefficient 
- 2981.5 
0.00 0.16 13.88 
0.63 18.69" 135.6 
0.08 3.10 1.88 
1.02 1.75§" 7055.9 
-0.14 2.400 
-702.4 
-0.25 3.93"* 845.3 
-0.15 1.16 
-4.39 
-0.10 1.64" 597.6 
0.02 1.00 
-0.44 
0.01 0.35 1.60 
-0.02 1.16 3.11 
0.59742 

455.52 
(11,319) 

vs. 
Part-time Pam Pn~
Elasticities of 
Off-farmz T-EaI,,, 
- -
0.01 1.14 
0.24 9.83"6 
0.17 5.30 
0.50 5.09" 
-0.03 0.48 
0.01 0.19 
-0.01 0.09 
0.00 0.06 
-0.01 1.32 
0.16 2.80" 
0.03 1.27 
0.57411 
16.58"e 
(11,116) 
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This nmy be due to the fact that the farm serves primarily as a residence 
for ) rt-time farms but an operating unit for full-time households. On 
the o-.,er hand, the cropping index, X, was inuo.si.etent in sign and insig­
nificant. The farm receipts ratio had the expected sign in the full-Ltime
 
models, but the coefficients were insignificant, and had mixed signs and
 
were also insignificant in the part-time models.
 
The three variables for labor substitutes 
- expenses for machinery,
 
hired labor, and animal labor - frequently had the correct sign but few
 
coefficients were significant. 
Thus, no clear conclusions are evident.
 
Nwo metliods were used to test the 1973 results to determine if the
 
two subgroups of household.:; we.- statistically different. A sum of squares
 
residual test was used to compare the residuals of the entire sample
 
relative to tle two subgroups. The resulting F ratio suggested the sub­
groups were dcawn from dli ferent economic structures. The dummy variable 
approach was used to test for equality of each pair of coefficients between
 
the two groups. 
The variables with different coefficients were off-farm 
wage rate, ronearning income, number of adults, machinery expense, hired 
labor expense, and animal labor. 
Thus, it can be concluded that the two
 
subgroups were significantly different. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Taiwanese farm households have increasingly turned to off-farm activities 
as a means to improve household income. A number of economic policies appear 
to have facilitated this process. The rate of increase in off-farm incomes 
of rural houeholds sharply increased after 1968 when farm incomes took a 
sharp decline. By 1972, households on the average earned about 40 percent 
of thotr net income from off-farm sources. Small farms with low farm incomes 
tend to earn proportioratelv mrr income from off-farm sources. Thus, rural 
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household income distribution has only slightly increased from 1960 to 1975, 
even though there has been a substantial concertration in farm income over 
that period. 
Off-farm earnings from sideline businesses and waes represent a major 
source of off-farm income. The daily off-farm wage rate for these earnings 
increased from 1960 to 1973, while the average on-farm wage rate tended to 
decline, so that in 1970 and 1973 average off-farm wages exceeded farm 
wages. The average number of days households reported spending on farm
 
work steadily declined after 1968.
 
Several factors were found to be related to off-farm work. Generally,
 
increases in off-fann wage rates, number of adults in the household, hired
 
labor expense, and animal labor expense were associated with higher off-farm
 
earnings. Increases in on-farm wage rates, size of farm and cropping index
 
were associated with lower off-farm earnings. Contrary to expectations,
 
non-earnings income my be positively associated with off-farm earnings.
 
The separate analysis for full-time and part-time households showed 
similar results, but in several cases the elasticity of off-farm earnings
 
relative to several variables was greater on full-time households. Further­
more, the model explained more of the variation in off-farm earnings of 
full-time than part-time households. Part-time households earned higher 
off-farm wage rates than on-farm rates. On the other hand, on-farm wage 
rates of full-time fanrs were generally higher than their off-farm rates. 
Thus, it appears that the households were allocating larger amounts of 
labor to those activities that earned higher wage rates. 
FU
 
A ,OFF-FARM EMvU'WYMENr AND FARM INCOME IN KOREA!U/ 
Tais chapter presents some of the same information on Korean off-farm 
enploWent and income as presented inthe previous chapter on Taiwan. It
 
will be shown that off-farm income, although important, does not present as
 
large a share of farm household income as in Taiwan. Furthermore, both
 
farm and off-farm income have been increasing so the off-farm share was
 
roughly constant from 1962 to 1976. 
Consistent data for use in fitting an
 
off-farm earnings imdel were available for only a few years in Korea so
 
these results are more abbreviated and less conclusive than the Taiwan results.
 
(;R0iH OF THE KOMVAN ECONOMY IN THE 1960's AND l970,S; /
4V
 
Overview
 
In the rr'rly 19 6 0's, Korea was basically an agricultural country in
 
which ag'icu.lture 
orovided two-thirds of the employment, almost half of the 
GNTP and 20 oe,,,ent of total exports. Beginning in 1962, the first of thnTe 
Five-Year D)-w7opment Plans was initiated. These Plans contributed to the
 
subsequent trtusformation of the economy. rThe 
 first Plan focused on build­
ing social overhead capital and developing basic energy industries. The
 
second Plan concentrated on industrialization, expanding exports and promot­
ing import substitutes. 
The third Plan focused on the agricultural sector,.,
 
with emphasis 
on the Saemaul Undong or New Village Movement.
 
iJ/ This report deals exclusively with South Korea.
 
14/ Parts of this section were drawn from the unpublished M.S. thesis of
 
Kong-Nam 11ytm (1977) and Young-Key Ro (1978).
 
-,, 
ti Am fi 
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The Korean economic growth rate of 9.9 percent per year during the
fifteen year period of 1962-1976 surpassed even the Taiwanese experience 
(Table 20). The economy was led by an 18 percent growth rate in the sec­
ondary sector and a growth rate of exports in excess of 40 percent. The 
export sector has relied heavily on labor-intensive products such as tex­
tiles, clothing, plywood, and electronics. Per capita GNP rose from U.S. 
$83 in 1961 to U.S. $700 in 1976.
 
Like Taiwan, 
 Korea has Dushed birth control: the population growth 
rate averaged 3.0 nercent at the beginning of the 1960's but was steadily 
brought down to 1.7 Percent during the third Plan. 
The developments of the past 15 years have produced several structural 
changes in the economy. By 1976, the proportion of total employment repre­
sented by agriculture had fallen to about 45 percent. Agriculture represented
23 percent of production and less than three percent of exports. The second­
ary and tertiary sectors represented 31 percent and 44 percent of GNP, re­
spectively. Clearly the productivity of the agricultural sector still lagged 
behind nonagricultural sectors. 
Economic Development Strategies
 
The Korean governnwnt has followed some 
 economic development strategies

similar to those of Taiwan, 
 but others have been quite different. This sec­
tion summarizes som 
of the important features of the strategies that appear
to be related to off-farm enploymnt opportunities of farm households. 
Promotion of Labor-Intensive Industry
 
Korea has an 
unbalanced pattern of productive resources: a limited 
natural resource endowment and an abundant and relatively well trained stock 
TABLE 20: Annual Growth Rate of Selected Indicators of Korea's Eooncmy 
1962-1976 
Period GNP Population Production b, Sector Exports Inports 
Prkiary-_/ Secondary-/ Tertiary=/ 
1962-1966
(st Plan) 7.8 2.7 5.3 14.2 8.4 43.7 19.2 
1967-1971
(2nd Plan) 10.5 2.2 2.5 20.3 12.2 35.2 26.2 
1972-1976a/ %0 (3rd plan) U.2 1.7 5.3 20.1 8.5 47.2 30.4 
1962-1976V/ 
 9.9 2.2 
 4.4 18.2 9.7 41.9 25.2 
Source: 
 Conputed from Major Statistics of the Korean Economy, 1977 and the Korean Statistical Yearbook,various years, Econanic Plannig Board, Seoul, Republic of Korea. 
a/Cmputed with preliminary 1976 statistics. 
b/Includes agriculture, forestry and fisheries. 
C/Includes mining and manufacturing. 
-dIncludessocial overhead canit-1 -n, -+-her services. 
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of human resources. In the 1960's the labor force was characterized by al­
most total literacy, relatively high levels of education, industriousness,
 
and relatively low wages (Cole and Lyman, 1971). 
Thus the Korean economy
 
has concentrated on labor-intensive industries such as textiles, clothing,
 
electronics and wood products. 
For the first two Five-Year Plans, emphasis
 
was clearly on manufacturing and, within manufacturing, light rather than.
 
heavy industry, on labor-intensive rather than capital-intensive activities,
 
and on "specialized" (export) rather than "LItegrated" (import substitute) 
products (Kuznets, 1977).
 
Geographic Distribution of Industry
 
Korea's rapid industrial growth of the 1960's and early 1970's was
 
largely concentrated in and around Seoul and Pusan. 
Thus employment oppor­
tunities for off-season farm labor were limited and seasonal migration
 
of farmrs to the labor-congested urban areas was practically non-existent
 
(Kim, 1970). In 1963, 30 percent of total manufacturing employment was lo­
cated in Seoul, and 57 percent in the combined Seoul-Pusan-Kyonggi region.
 
By 1973, these figures had grown to 33 and 63 percent, respectively (Kuznets,
 
1977). This concentratijn led to a policy shift for the third Five-Year Plan
 
which argued for balanced growth by expanding regional development, and im­
proving life in rural areas. The Saemaul Undong movement, announced in early
 
1972, included a program of eight-year investment loans, three-year operational
 
loans, industrial estates, power facilities and tax benefits for firms locat­
ing in rural areas (Hasan, 1976). The expansion of firms into rural areas
 
should improve future opportunities for off-farm work by rural households.
 
Fpreie Tr ' p 
A shift in1 the structure of foreign trade has been one of'the notable 
changes in the Korean economy. Korea largely pursued an import substitution 
strategy during much of the 1950's. The period was characterized by over­
valued exchange rates, heavy trade deficits, low bank interest rates, little
 
private savings, and heavy foreign aid. Capital goods were imported to pro­
mote heavy industry. The declining growth rates at the end of the 1950's
 
prompted a policy change. Trade restrictions were reduced and financial
 
markets restructured. Incentives were given to labor-intensive exporting 
Industries Wi ich capitalized on the abundant supply of low cost labor. The 
result was thit exports of miAco-.ianeous manufactured articles rose from 
percent of Lotal exports in 1963 to over 40 percent by 1970.15/ 
Land Reform
 
Land reform in Korea occurred in two stages: distribution of' land 
formerly ownedi by Japanese landlords in 1947 and land held by individuals 
owning more tha- 7.5 acres in 1949 . The ceiling was set at 3 hectares so, 
except for r ,ently developed upland areas, most farms are less than this 
size. Subsequent fragmntation has reinforced the snall family farm system. 
In 1971, approximately two-thirds of the farm households had less than one
 
hectare so households were required to seek outside activities to met de­
sired consumption levels (Sutt, 1971).
 
V(il
12/ Computed from data in the Korean Statistical Yearbook. 1975. 
'
 
; " , ' . .. . . . . .' : -J " i - " ,'
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Aricultural Technology 
The Korean government has pursued several programs to improve agricul­
tural technology. Heavy emphasis has been placed on development of high 
yielding, fertilizer-responsive varieties, and expanding disease and insect 
control techniques. Efforts have been made to secure cheaper and more ad­
equate supplies of fertilizer, chemicals and other production materials. 
Thus significant progress has teen made in biological technology (Sutt, 1971; 
Hasan, 1976).
 
Beginning in 1962, greater attention was paid to increasing the 
suoply of farm implements and machinery. Much of the machinery purchased 
has been financed by cooperatives, but in addition the government has pro­
vided subsidies and loans. The "all weather farming" scheme adopted in 
1965 included irrioation, land reclamation and farm consolidation projects 
which facilitated mechanization. The stock of farm machinery grew at an 
extraordinary rate during the 1960's and 1970's. Power tiller numbers grew
 
from 30 in 1961 to 60,000 in 1974, while the number of power threshers 
grew from less than 5,000 to over 100,000 in the same neriod (Appendix Table 14). 
This mechanization should have eased some of the seasonal labor bottlenecks in 
agriculture, facilitated the intensification of fanning, and relea.ed labor 
for off-farm work. 
Migration 
Rural-urban migration has been substantial during this recent period of 
rapid growth. Approximately 3.5 million rural people, representing more than 
one-fifth the 1971 urban population, moved to urban areas during the 1961-71 
period to take advantage of better emoloyment and income opportunities. This 
number included a relatively high oronortion of young men and women. Seoul 
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and Pusan absorbed nearly 60 percent of the total growth in population in 
the 19 6 0's (Hasan, 1976). With ihrovements in rural income and employment 
creation through the Saematl Undong movement, however, it is expected that 
the migration rate will slacken. 
FARM HOUSEHOLD INCOME TRENDS
 
Farm household income trends, as reported by households included in the 
Farm Household Econony Survey, are shown in Table 21 and Figure 7. Average 
net household income, measured in 1970 prices, more than doubled from 117 
thousaind won In 1162 to 444 thousand in "1976. This growth rate in income 
was sl:ightly fs :er than tha, cf Thilwan for the saire period. Bad weather 
and poor harvests contributed to the dip in farm income registered in the 
1965-68 period.
 
Off-farm income grew at approximately the same rate during this period, 
so the share -f off-farm income to total household income remained roughly 
constant at ?0 percent. The off-farm income share varied from a minimum 
of 18 nercent t;o a maximum of 214 rxercent with a tendency for the share 
to be somewhat hipgher durinf the 1965-1970 neriod. Hlowever, there was not 
a sharp increjse in the off-farm iicone share as noted in Taiwan. 
Off-farm income has been Important in maintaining household exoendi­
tures in snite of the variation in farm income. Average household exoenses 
exceeded average farm income in seven of the fifteen years reported in 
Table 21. But in all years there was a rather substantial margin of average 
household income over exoenses, which has provided the source of funds for 
some of the expansion in denosits in farmer cooperatives (Lee, et al.). 
TABLE 21: Average Family Budgets of Farm Household Economy Survey FamiliesS/
 
Korea, 1962-1976 
Average Average Average Net Farm Net Household Off-Farm 
Years 
Net 
Household 
Net 
Farm 
!et 
)ff-Farm 
Average 
Household 
Income 
Minus 
Income 
Minus 
Income 
% of House-
Income Income Income Expenses Expenses Expenses hold Income 
1962 176,784 140,693 36,091 145,154 -4,461 31,630 20 
1963 201,251 165,318 35,933 171,065 -5,747 30,186 18 
1964 205,561 168,429 37,132 165,928 2,501 39,633 18 
1965 167,060 131,214 35,846 149,792 -18,578 17,268 21 
1966 178,500 137,901 40,599 14q,594 -11,693 28,906 23 
1967 190,425 148,48 41,936 164,340 -15,851 26,085 22 
1968 214,429 162,308 52,121 169,653 -7,345 44,776 24 
1969 251,017 195,398 55,619 188,984 6,414 62,033 22 
1970 259,261 197,292 61,969 211,304 -14,012 47,957 24 
1971 332,493 272,878 59,615 228,583 44,295 103,910 18 
1972 351,729 289,653 62,076 257,289 32,364 94,440 18 
1973 369,370 300,387 68,983 262.158 38,229 107,212 19 
1974 365,704 294,212 71,492 234,213 59,999 131,491 20 
1975 364,681 297,375 67,306 262,941 34,434 101,740 18 
1976 444,182 354,425 89,757 286,933 67,492 157,249 20 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture 
Ecoxnmy Survey, various 
and Fisheries 
years, Seoul, 
(NAF), 
Forea. 
Republic of Korea, Report on 
Reported in the unpublished 
the Results of Farm HOuseh ild 
M.S. theses of Kong-4am Hyun 
and Young-Key Po. 
a/ All values deflated to 1970 prices using the Index of Wholesale Prices of Korea (Appendix Table ). Average 
exchange rate for Korean won to U.S. dollar was 304 in 1970. 
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Korea have undergone the shiftsThe sources of off-farm income in not 

represented approximtely 40 percent of
noted in Taiwan. Labor income 
Donations, which pre­
off-farm income in the 1962-1976 period (Table 22). 
second most important with almost sumably include family remittances, were 
showed neither the significanceSideline businesses30 percent of the total. 
years.
nor growth evident in Taiwan during recent 
Srall size farms consistently earned proportionately more income from 
Farms with less than 
off-farm sources in the 1962-76 period (Table 23). 
half a hectare earned about 40 percent of household income from off-farm
 
to 49 oercent. As farm size sources. This proportion varied from 32 
this proportion decl'-ned. Farms with over two hectares earnedincreased, 
of their income from off-farm sources. Thus theyonly about 10 Percent 
were much nore dependent on farm income. 
data for the Farm Household Economy SurveyUnfortunately, the surmary 
available at Ohio State University do not permit analyzing treras in farm 
household income distribution as reported for Taiwan in the previous 
only for the 1968-1970 period.chapter. Conslstent infomn'ftion was available 

for two of the three
 Tncom shares and Gint ratios are reported in Table 214 
are quite sljntlar to those reported for Taiwan. IFarm vears. The results 

income both years
income was suostantIally more concentrated than household 
would be considered low.a Gin! ratio of .35althoug~h by international standards 

low fam incoms earned Drotortionately more off-farm
Since houehold3 with 

than farm
Ii income was substantial]y less concentratedincome, total househ 
income. 
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TABLE 22: Off-Farm Income Sources, Participants in 
Farm Household Economy Survey,
 
Korea, 1962-1974
 
Rental Labor 	 Sideline
income Income 	 Business Donations Others 
percent 
1962 2.3 	 146.2 18.7 29.4 3.4 
1.963 3.6 48.8 13.7 30.9 3.0 
1964 5.1 .43.2 20.4 26.2 5.1 
1965 5.6 37.9 16.7 29.6 10.2 
19i6 5.9 38.8 18.5 28.2 8.5 
1967 8.8 36.6 20.0 27.3 7.3 
1968 5.6 37.6 20.0 27.6 9.1 
1969 6.0 38.2 15.9 31.0 8.9 
1970 5.3 39.9 15.6 31.4 7.8 
1971 6.4 io.4 17.3 29.3 6.6 
1972 7.0 40.5 19.1 27.6 5.8 
1973 6.2 42.9 17.0 25.8 8.1 
1974 5.0 42.7 16.8 27.5 8.0 
1975 4.6 47.2 13.8 28.0 6.4
 
1976 3.5 43.5 12.1 23.0 17.9
 
1962-76 5.-h 	 11.7 17.1 28.2 7.8 
Average
 
Source: 	 Cormputed from Reports on the Results of the Farm Household Economy 
. jryey, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (F),, Republic or 
Korea, Seoul, Korea, Various Years. 
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TABLE 23: Off-Farm Income as a Percent of Household Income,
by Farm Size Class, Participants in Farm Household Economy 
Survey, Korea, 1962-1976 
Farm Size in Cheongbo- /
 
Year Less Than 0.5 to
Y0.5 1.0 0.i1.5 to 1.5 to Over2.0 2.0 
1962 38 22 14 13 10
 
1963 32 19 
 15 12 9
1961 36 
 18 12 12 
 8
196, '41 22 16 15 101966 44 23 16 
 15 12
1967 46 24 16 
 14 12
1968 47 
 25 18 13 
 15
 
1969 48 
 25 15 
 17 14
1970 49 26 17 16 151971 44 20 11 12 9
 
1972 43 20 11 9 101973 46 
 22 12 10 
 8

1974 40 21 14 13 
 111975 42 
 21 13 9 
 8
1976 43 22 
 14 13 12
 
1962-76
 
Average 42.6 
 22.0 114.3 12.9 10.9
 
Source: 
 Computed from Reports on the Results of the Farm Household Economy

Survey, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF), Republic of 
Korea, Seoul, Korea, various years. 
a/ One cheongbo equals 0.9917 hectares or 2.145 acres. 
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Suh (1974) analYzed the 1971 ?rm Household Survey data and 1977 data 
from the Urban Household Survey of the Economic Planning Board. The Farm
 
Household data are reported 
 in Table 24 and the results are fairly 'consis­
tent with the other two years. A Gini ratio of . 341 was obtained from the 
urban data, suggesting that urban incomes were somewhat more concentrated
 
than ra.il household incomes. Comparative income levels were 
quite disparate. 
Rural households earned on average only 70 percent of urban household incomes, 
and since there were more persons in rural households, per capita income
 
differences were even larger.
 
OFF-FARM INCOME MODEL 
This section includes the results for the off-farm inccme model fitted 
to the Korean data. The summary data at Ohio State University provided con­
sistent information for this type of model only 
for the years 1969 and 1970. 
MODEL SPECIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF DATA 
Economic Model 
The model used in this analysis was similar to that used for the Taiwanese 
data, except for the addition of variables referring to household education and 
age. Some variables were specified slightly different, due to differences in 
the primary data collected. Prices of market inputs were assumed constant in 
this cross-section study, as in the previous Taiwan analysis, and households 
were divided into part-time and full-time farm on the same criterion. 
For Korea, the off-farm earnings function can be written as:
 
E -- f(Wil' 2 , V, A, B, C, K, R) 
where Wil= on-farm wage rate of i the person in household, 
Wi2= off-farm wage rate of i th person in household, 
V = household nonearnings income, 
A = number of adults in household, 
B = number of dependents in household, 
C education ratio of the household, 
K = age ratio of the household, and 
R e nVI romntal factors. 
Description of Pata 
The data wsed In this analysis were compiled from the Korean Rural House­
hold &u'vey of t:e L~nistr of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF). Mis survey was 
first inItati in 1953 with 300 households and expanded to about 1200 house­
holds in 1962. An-ual stuimries of the survey results, entitled Report on 
the Results of Fanii Household Economy Survey, have been published since 1963. 
A three--.tage stratified proportional probability sampling procedure was 
used to selecL the households (Suh, 1971). The units of the Survey were 
farm householos, based on the 1961 agricultural census, engaged primarily 
in farming anid cultivating a plot of more than 1 tanbo (=.245 acre). To 
preserve the random selection, the enumerators keep the records for households
 
that cannot fill in the questionnaire themselves. Each survey year covers Jan­
uary 1 to December 31, Zmd data are collected monthly. The enumerators visit 
each household weekly to inspect the entries. From these original data, those 
observations with most consistent data were summarized and placed on tape. Of 
the total, data from 7911 households were put on tape for 1968, 872 for 1969, 
and 1001 for 1970.
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Definition of Variables 
As with the Taiwanese data, the summary data did not permit specification 
of the type of model ideally determined by theory. This section explains the 
specification of the model derived for use with these data. 
Off-Farm Earnings 
The summary data reported off-farm earnings of the total household rather 
than the earnings per person that worked off the fanrm. Furthermore, the sum­
mary data did not report separately all the different categories of off-farm
 
income noted in the previous section. Thus, all off-farm income has to be 
combined. 
Roughly 60 percent of this income was represented by labor income
 
and sideline business (Table 22 ) which together closely parallel the off-farm 
earnings variable in the Taiwan data.
 
On-Farm and Off-Farm Wage Rates
 
On-farm wages were calculated the same as for Taiwan. 
A 7 percent return 
to farm capital was subtracted from net farm income. The resulting return to 
family labor and management was divided by the number of days the household 
reported working on the farm. This provided an estimate of the average daily
 
wage rate 
for each day a household member worked on the farm. 
The total number of days worked off the farm by the entire household was
 
reported rather than the 
days of each individual. Therefore, the average daily 
off-farm wage was estimated by dividing total off-farm earnings by days worked. 
This resulted in an overestimation of actual wages since the earnings variable 
included income other than salaries and wages. As noted in the previous chap­
ter, a positive bias may result from this procedure. Necessary human capital 
attributes of household members were not reported, however, so wage rates
 
could not be estimated and imputed.
 
:
Thube fadults were reporeininthe }data :as' h'ure of houeldl~i 
members ween-1of age. It was assumed these were h persons 1 
. ......- or.1f-frmwokand-ce.. of hoshod--eenet. ,aaiabe, The. number . of.,:::dependent erer reportd the number ofnashousehold members less than 15 and 
over 60 years of age. 
Education and Age 
Two types of information were reported which give insights into labor 
quality and potential off-farm wage rates. Education levels were reported as
 
the n uber of household members who attended various types of school. It was 
assumed that the higher the level of education of work age persons, the higher 
would be the off-farn earnngs. Thus, an education variable was constructed 
by dividing the number of household members with high school or college educa­
tion by the nuber of household members between 20 and 55 years of age. 
The information on age was reported as the number of persons in the house­
hold in various age categories. A variable to measure the age of household 
members most likely to be employed In off-farm work was constructed by dividing 
the number of adults between 20 and 55 years of age by the total number of 
household members with 15 or' more years of age. 
EBvironmental Factors
 
The same environmental factors used in the Taiwan analysis were used 
for Korea. Farm size was reported as number of hectares operated. The 
cropping index was reported as the total crop area divided by the number of 
h',#tares operated. The farm receipts ratio, used to measure the labor­
intensity, of the farm's enterprise mix, was formed by dividing receipts 
fta_ pulses, potatoes, vegetables and other farm products by total farm i 
reeits
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Farm labor substitutes were measured as machinery and hired labor 
expenses per hectare and animal labor days per hectare. 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
Data for the years 1969 and 1970 were the most consistent for the off­
farm earnings model. The model fit towas the data for both years, but since 
the results were similar, only the results for 1969 are reported here. 
Farm Characteristics
 
Table 25 presents the mean values for selected characteristics of the 
sample farms and the sample divided into the full-time and part-time subgroups. 
Only 161 farms met the part-time criterion of earning less than 50 percent of 
net household income from farm sources. Average farm income on full-time
 
farms was 
 three times that of part-time farms. The part-time farms earned
 
120,000 Won in 
 off-farm income compared to 33,000 for full-time farm house­
holds. Surprisingly, 
 the average off-farm wage rate was almost three times
 
the on-farm rate 
for the entire sample. Full-time households earned an on­
farm wage almost twice that of part-time households, but the off-farm rate
 
for part-time households was almost four times that of full-time households. 
The average number of adults in all households was about three. Fart­
time households, 
 on the average, had almost one-half of a dependent less 
full-time households. Likewise,than part-time households had approximately 
three-quarters of a hectare of land compared to one and one-half hectares 
for full-time households. Taiwanese farms were approximately the same size 
in 1970, but had more adults and dependents. The cropping index was 150 for 
the sample, which is slightly less than in Taiwan, but the index for part-time 
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TABLE 25: Mean Values of Selected Characteristics of
 
Sample Households, Korea, 1969
 
Item 
Entire 
Sample 
SType of Farm 
Pull-Time Part-Time 
T-Value- / 
(For Difference 
of Means) 
Sarple Size 872 711 161 -
Farm. Income 146,310 166,830 55,680 22.63" 
(won/year) 
Off-Farm Incone 49,380 33,380 120,040 22.90 *" 
(won/year) 
On-Farm Wage Rate 2,163 2,360 1,290 2.68"* 
(%--on/lIay) 
Off-Farm Ware ate 5,990 3,91- 14,840 4.09 * 
(won/day) 
Adult:; (number) 2.93 2.93 2.92 0.15 
Iet ende'.nts (nurber) 3.11 3.21 2.84 2.53* 
Farm Size (ha.) 1.34 l.4 7 0.77 14.73"* 
Cm-oprin- idex 150 154 1.1 
Farmn, eceJnts Rat!o 0.26 0.12 0.4Q 1.69 
(won/,':-n) 
Household Farm Labor 132 '4'-' 72 9.6** 
(days) 
"hchinery Expenses 3,090 3,290 2,210 1.88 
(won/ha.) 
Hired abor Wa.es 9,590 9,290 10,950 1.07 
(won/ha.) 
Aniral Labor 6.98 7.29 5.63 3.95"* 
(days/Ia.) 
Education Ratio b-I 0.08 0.07 0.11 1.88 
Ae Ratioc 0.66 0.47 0.61 2.24* 
Source: Comnuted from Farm., Household EcononM Survey. 
_a/ Ie-'ees of freedom = 870, " = significant at .01 level, ' = significant 
at .05 level. 
b/ :.)zber in householc ith higi school or college education divided b, nur-ber in 
household between Li and 55 years of age.
 
/ Iurtber of household members age 20-25 divided by number in household 
15 years or older.
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households was grater than for full-time households, a result opposite to 
that found in Taiwan. Likewise, the farm receipts ratio was higher on part­
time households suggesting a somewhat more labor-intensive enterprise mix. 
Korea households reported using substantially less total household 
labor days on farms than in Taiwan. In 1969, the average was only 132 days and
 
part-time households spent about half as many days on the farm as did full­
time households. 
There may be some unknown differences between the definitions
 
used in the Taiwanese and Korean surveys which would explain some of this
 
difference. 
Unlike in Taiwan, full-time households spend more on machinery
 
expenses, and almost as much on hired labor as part-time households. Further­
more, full-time households use significantly more animal labor days per hectare,
 
while part-time Taiwanese farms spent substantially more than full-time house­
holds on animal labor. Educational differences were not significant between
 
the two groups of households, but full-time households had a slightly greater
 
proportion of total adults between 20 and 55 years of age relative to the 
total number of adults in the household.
 
Model Results
 
The results for the estimates of the off-farm earnings model are presented
 
in Table 26. All regressions were significant at the one percent level and
 
the adjusted coefficient of determination (R ) ranged from .20 to .23. 
Thus,
 
the model explained less variation in Korean off-farm earnings than in Taiwan.
 
The on-farm wage rate variable, W1 , was insignificant in all regressions, 
but would have been significant for a two-tailed t test for full-time households. 
There appears to be no theoretical reason, however, to expect on-farm wage rates
 
to be positively associated with off-farm earnings. 
The off-farm wage coeffi­
cient, W2 , was positive and significant for all three groups. 
The elasticities
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were low, varying from .06 to .11. The estimates for Taiwan produced inelastic 
results also, but generally more elastic than these estimates. The variable 
for number of adults, A, was also positive and significant as expected. Again, 
the results were more inelastic than found in Taiwan. The number of dependents, 
B, produced insigificant coefficients with variable signs. 
Surprisingly, the variable for farm size, L, had a negative and significant 
influence on off-farm earnings, as expected, for the entire sample, but the 
coefficient was positive and insignificant for the two subgroups. The coeffi­
cients for the variables for cropping index (X), farm receipts ratio (F), and 
machinery expenses (S), were all insignificant and had variable signs for the 
three regressions. The coefficient for hired labor expenses, H, was positive,
 
as expected, and significant for all regressions. The elasticity estimates
 
were quite inelastic, 
 varying from .08 to .12. Animal labor days per hectare,
 
G, however, was insignificant with a variable sign.
 
The education variable, C, was significant in all three regressions with 
a positive sign. As the proportion of household members with higher education 
increases, off-farm earnings increase. A one percent increase in the ratio is 
associated with a .03 or .06 percent increase in off-farm earnings for part­
time arv full-time households, respectively. The age variable, K, however did 
not produce the positive result that was expected. 
The correlation coefficients for these models are reported in Appendix 
Tables 16, 17 and 18. As in the Taiwanese case, the highest correlation was 
between farm size, L, and number of adults, A. As farm size increases, so do 
number of adults. Thus, the coefficients for these variables ny be somewhat 
biased. It appears that the number of adults in a household is related to the 
amount of land which supports them. It is likely that if family size grows 
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without a corresponding change in farm size, some members of the household
 
will be forced to migrate to look for employment.
 
CONCLUSIONS
 
Off-fanm income represented about 20 percent of net household income 
for Korean farmers during the entire 1962-1976 period. There has not been 
a continued increase iin share of off-farm income as found in Taiwan. 
Part of -hE explanation is that nonagricultural activities have been concen­
trated in a f w geojraphic areas In Korea so there has not been the oppor­
tunity for faif households to ,Iafiri ;:much off-farm Income. O)nly In the 
past few Yecar: hL :; the overTiment ermphasized development in rural areas. 
The Saeaiail! Tr ,vement may help provide more off-farm work opportunitiesiio 

in rural area:: in the future. 
Labor incomne is the most iiportant source of off-farm income representing 
about 40 percent of the total. Sideline business, another source of labor 
earnings, repr,.,sents )nother 20 percent. 
As in TaIlwan, smll faun households earn a larger share of household 
income from off-farm sources. Also, low farm income households tend to earn 
more off-farri inconu so that the distribution of household income is more equal 
than the distrIbutlon of farm incomr2. Income distribution in Korea is about 
as equally dl sttribu.,ed as, T,I ,;tnese households. 
Dal 1.v;Cl'T- fali 'erig , werer reater than on-farn wage rates for both 
full-tlm' .ad aa't-t 1,, i lIl,dl fference was much greaterrioli:,t r,, f'. fr
 
part-time; houPehoIl; ,evuv, art-time households appeared to allocate 
relatively nlc' hu:'{ old .ror to off-farm work and less to farm work than 
f'ull-tIme lousehol d 
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The off-farm earnings model explained less of the variation in off-farm 
were foundearnin!s in Korea than in Taiwan, but several of the same factors 
rates, number of adults in theto be Important. Increases in off-farm wage 
hirtd labor expense, and education were associated with higherhousehold, 
of'f-faii ctu!nings. The farm size variable was negatively correlated with 
for the entire sample, but surprisinglyIn the model 
subgroups. The elasticities for all 
off-fai ciarn 
Insignificant for the models for the two 
vda ables were low, indicating a less than propor-tional increase in off-farm 
earnings with a given increase in the independent variables.
 
CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
Thsstudy--nnalyzed off- farm earnings and _time allocation -of. farm 
households with an enphasis on Taiwan and Korea. The several conclusions 
which emerge are stmnarized in this section and policy implications are 
discussed in the following section. Priority research issues are dis­
cussed in the last section.
 
C,'NCLUSIONS 
Far H.:nteho!4 incone. and Labor id1ocation 
Off-fann earnings represent a substantial share of total farm household 
incorie. Tfbh 9hsre varies from less than 10 percent to over 80 percent of1 
household irx,o .. T1here is a lop cal pattern to off-farm earnings. House­
holds with 1t.l]e or no land mst earn pioportionately more off-farm incone 
to reach subsi.uence or desired income levels. Larger families tend to 
earn mre oflf-flin income since they require more total income than small 
families and may have more potential labor to supply to off-farm work. 
Since off-fam earnings tend to be negtively correlated with farm size 
and farm income, the distribution of household income tends to be less con­
centrated th4 the distribution of fain income alone. This point emerges 
most clearly from our analysis of farm record-keeping families in Taiwan. 
h spite of a more equitable farm income distribution than found in many other 
low-. tncore, countries, due in part to post World War II land reform, there has 
been a surprising concentration in farm incomes during the past 15 years. 
Households with low farm income apparently conmpensated, however, by earning 
'F7. . .. ................................... 44
. .............. 
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proportionately more off-farm income, so total household income distribution 
has been relatively unchanged. It is likely that household income distribu­
tion would have sharply deteriorated if off-.farm opportunities would have 
been less abundant. 
The primary sources of off-farm income tend to vary for households of 
different income levels, and the relative importance of various sources is 
likely to change over time. For low-income households, off-farm earnings 
in the form of wages and salaries are predominant. High income households 
tend to earn proportionately more income from capital in the form of rents, 
interest and dividends. This latter source is likely to increase in impor­
tance over time as average income levels rise. 
Farm households participate in fluid and dynamic labor markets and ap­
pear to be rational in the allocation of household labor supplies. When 
time allocation is carefully recorded, households spend substantial amounts 
of time in a wide range of activities classified as off-farm work. This 
evidence supports the argument of little un- and under-employment of farm 
household labor. In fact, employment of children may be excessive and anti­
social in terms of its inpact on education and human capital formation. 
Previous farm irnnagement studies showing large amounts of surplus farn labor 
may suffer from i iadequate documentation of productive activities not directly 
related to crop and livestock production. 
Off-farm work tends to offset some of the seasonality of farm labor 
demand. The limited evidence available on time allocation by month or sea­
son suggests that off-farm work is negatively correlated with farm labor 
demand. In peak periods, off-farm work is limited. In slack seasons, off­
farm work tends to increase. 
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Intra-household time allocation appears to be related to expected 
patterns of relative productivity of household members. Adult males tend 
to work a larger proportion of their total work time off the farm than 
other household members. It is likely that they earn higher off-farm 
wages. Women and children appear to spend less time in off-farm work, and 
it would be expected that would be mostwomen productive in home production, 
including child care. Children are reported to spend proportionately more 
time In work w¢ith lesser skill requirements such as herding livestock and 
bird chasing. Local unskilled labor is hired for some of these farm tasks 
in order to release adults and skilled household labor for off-farm work. 
As further evidence of the rationality of time allocation, the Taiwan­
ese data tend to show that part-time farm households earn higher off-farm 
wage rates than on-farm wage rates. Over time, there has been a shift of 
relative wages in favor of off-farm work and households have responded by
 
increasing the off-farm labor supply. 
There are obvious limitations in the
 
measurement of these wage rates, however, so much additional research is
 
required before off-farm labor supply can be understood in terms of a
 
response to wages versus off-farm employment opportunities. 
Rural Development Strategies 
Rural development strategies are related to farm household time alloca­
tion. Opportunities for off-farm employment would appear to be an obvious 
factor influencing off-farm work by farm households. Location, access to 
markets, geographic isolation, etc., would be expected to influence the mag­
nitude and pattern of off-farm work within a country. Furthermore, inter­
country comparisons suggest that the development strategy employed by a 
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country my also be cruciala factor. Taiwan, for example, has pursued a 
fairly consistent small-scale, labor-intensive development strategy in 
recent years. This strategy appears to be conducive to creating a large 
amount of off-farm employment. The development pattern in Korea, on the 
other hand, with more concentrated industrial activity appears to be less 
conducive to the development of rural off-farm employment opportunities. 
It is not surprising then that off-farm earnings represent an increasing 
share of farm household income in Taiwan, while in Korea, the growth of 
off-farm income has just kept pace with farm income. 
It was not our objective to analyze economic development strategy in 
detail but the brief literature review reported in Chapter II along with 
Liedholm's (1973) of thesummary African experience suggest that small­
scale, labor-intensive firms and nonfarm enterprises offer important ad­
vantages compared to large-scale, capital-intensive firms. An important
 
advantage is the opportunity for farm households to 
earn off-farm earnings. 
Thus, encouragement of small-scale nonfarm enterprises could have a signi­
ficant impact on the nature, composition and importance of off-farm work 
for farm households. 
A Caveat on Part-Time Farming and Agricultural Productivity 
Encouraging off-farm enployment a ruralas development strategy offers 
several appealing advantages as noted above. We would be remiss, however, 
if we didn't add a note of caution regarding agricultural productivity. 
The Japanese experience suggests that part-time farming has been associated 
with a decline in agricultural productivity and efficiency. Average returns 
to land, labor and cc-pital tend to be lower on part-time compared to full­
time farms. This would be expected when farm work is left to older people, 
nN, 
4, 
A 
N 
,'Ionen, an~d,' dreni -while husbands and/or' wives work'o~ff the fann. We are 
aware of ni o prae studie.8 for Taiwan, but noted a decline in the 
multiple cropping -index in recent years with part-tire farms having a lower 
index than Dill-tinie farms. r2',veral factors could explain this result, but 
increasing nounts of time spent on off-farm work may bea contributing 
factor. 
POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
, 
!Ine pzl.ley -ti)lications of this study are divided into those largely 
a$icultural deve'oornrnt planning versus those focusing on off­
-:ly n i, rura-l arcas. 
The :.:. tJlication of this research for agricultural development 
plas&c:,; f,'..nt: is that 'he multiple activities of farm households need 
to.........  First, rural poverty may not be as serious as 
appeavrs , k i case when only on-farm activities are considered. Since 
this :stu.;, ; .,' (.ri landoiing households, we cannot say how this conclu­
sion rrmay :.J ;:%,0ified when lndless households are also considered. Second, 
activtie_,:' incr.asing agricultural output such as improved technology, 
new enterI>,-;, double cropping, irrigation, etc., may encounter resistance 
If insuffioitd.. attention is paid to their effects on the quantity and pat­
tern of fann labor requirements. Our suspicion is that family labor should 
not be charged a zero opportunity cost, as is frequently the case.with fami 
management plans which focus almst exclusively on crop and livestock pro­
duction. Households will not value family labor at zero cost if they have 
SeyhaP :' L 
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remunerative off-farm work. The amount of foregone off-farm earnings 
associated with a new agricultural activity may surpass the additional 
farm returns. 
There is another potential development implication not addressed in 
this research. Many countries assume that large amounts of new credit 
will be required to facilitate agricultural growth and nodernization. 
This may be true in many cases. Off-farm earnings, however, provide ad­
ditional liquidity to a household. This liquidity ny help farmers self­
finance a larger proportion of farm costs than would be possible with farm 
earnings alone. 
Off-Farm Employment and Rural Nonfarm Enterprises 
A number of policies and programs can be employed to accelerate: 
a) the demand for off-farm employment by rural nonfarm enterprises and 
16/

b) the off-farm labor supply of farm households .l This section highlights 
some of the alternatives. 1 7/ 
Efforts to increase farm mechanization, improve rural education and 
reduce rural transportation costs appear to be most important in increasing 
off-farm labor supply. Increased farm mechanization is associated with more 
off-farm work. Many countries fear mechanization because of its potential 
displacement of farm labor. However, a selective pattern of farm mechanization 
16/ Some of these arguments are drawn from Meyer and Larson (1978). 
17/ Staley and Morse (1965) and Vepa (1971) provide comprehensive reviews of 
small-scale industry problems and needs. Two recent World Bank papers
by Anderson and Leiserson (1978) and Gordon (1978) icentify and analyze 
some of the key policy alternatives with an emphasis on the role of in.­
ternational lenders. 
degirid toreduce peak-labor constraints could, rel~ease Jabor for both, 
ncresed g d ion and.6ff-*faim work. Johnston and Kilby 
(1975) eirphagize5 how the unimdaJ. size distribution of Japanese and 
Taiwanese faxns ft,.ilitate broad based intermediate-size mechanization 
where pow-lr tillers and otier 'inlements are produced by local industries. 
On the other hand, countries with a bimodal farm distribution that choose 
a coovtal-ntensiw agricultural strategy are more likely to import ma­
chii Ery. Therefore, the careful introduction of appropriate mechanical 
te,hnoogy Con ine.Cse dennd for small industry products as well as in­
rease the s1,,.y of off-farm work by farm families. 
H 7.,found that education is positively associated with off-fanm 
work in Tai.n and our results showed the same for Korea. Thus, it would 
appear tir; -,reased rural education could provide several benefits. 
First, e1k.,,? in levels are frequently associated with the decision to mi­
grate due t ,rie higher probability of obtaining employment and earning a 
higher inccr- '. Secondly, education levels of farmers have been linked to 
inorased pr(1,bci~vity and adoption of new farming techniques. Thirdly, 
education iratv also increase the probability of members of farm households 
to obtain pai C.- ..:r full-time off-farm work and increase their remuneration 
for such eiioyment. 
Transportatlon and comnuting costs reduce the net wage received in 
ofnt -farrn w,,i. Improvements in transportation, therefore, could increase 
net vwages and may encourage people to commiute further and work a longer 
period off the farm. Investments inrural transportation are often justi­
fLied because of the expected decrease infarm marketing costs, but'the 
impact on the supply of off-farm work may also be substantial. Likewise, 
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industrial decentralization increases the availability of jobs and reduces 
commuting costs by bringing jobs closer to the farm. The large amounts 
of off-farm work reported in several countries suggest that a sizeable pool 
of labor can be mobilized in rural areas frequently at wage rates lower 
than in the urban areas. 18/ 
The greatest impact on off-farm work, however, may be realized through 
assistance to the small-scale, nonfarm firms which utilize much of the off­
farm employment. Irproved access to credit appears to be crucial in many 
cases. David Kochav et al. (1974) reviewed the financial needs of small­
scale industries in several low-income countries. Child and Kaneda (1975) 
also analyzed the capital structure and credit sources for small-scale ag­
riculturally related firms in West Pakistan. Vepa (1971) reviewed financial 
problems of small-scale firms and discussed the programs employed in Asian 
countries to meet their needs. These studies conclude that small-scale in­
dustries are usually started with personal or family savings and little 
borrowed capital. Expansion capital also usually comes from savings. For­
mal credit for working capital appears to be relatively more obtainable. 
Much of the credit used by small-scale firms, however, coms from informal 
sources. For example, Kochav et al. (1974) found small Korean industrial 
firms borrowing from the informal market with interest rates of 35 to 40 
percent, while the prevailing rate for short-term loans from fornal sources 
was 17.5 percent. In the absence of sufficient formal sources of credit, 
18/ Planners for large rural industrial projects have frequently been sur­
prised to find that in-migration was less than expected because local 
persons, previously not in the labor force, absorbed most of the jobs 
created. 
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smal~l enterpr'ises 'i many couitries were also found to'be highly dependent 
~: upon credit fron input suppliers and purchasers. 
A problem in interpreting such findings is to asrertain whether the 
Ag! llimited use of foriral credit is due to supply or demand problems. Many 
researchers feel the supply side is most important because of lenders re­
luctance to lend to small fins. First, risks may be higher since small­
scale firms typically have few reserves to withstand poor market conditions 
or Interruptions in production. Second, profit potential may be less for 
small loans. Administrative costs tend to be high for small loans, as a 
portion of lending costs are ftxed and are independent of loan size. &nall 
firms -are heterogeneous and vrdely dispersed so it Is difficult for tle 
lender to develop the kind of familiarity characteristic of lending to 
larger firms. FP wthermore, larger firms frequently hold substantial bank 
deposits which can be ent out to increase the lender's earnings. 
Internal credit rationing presents an alternative explanation of limited 
formal credit use by small-scale firms. The current large-scale, capital­
intensive bias mray destroy production incentives for existing small-scale 
fir 	L and irfpede the cratlcn of new ones; thus, there may be little demand 
for 	credit. FurIh ore, conplex and unfamiliar lending procedures by for­
mal. 	lenders nray rase to)ta. borrch.dng costs for small firms so high that 
,19/ 
informal credit Is actually chespr.1 Informal lenders lend quickly, re­
quite e.ss docuiEntation, antd i nd for a variety of purposes so frequently 
they tae a preferreAd rource of' codit. Borrowing from suppliers and purchasers 
1/ 	 Adams and Nehman (1978) argue that borrowing costs for formal credit for 
smll farmars nre high. Thus they are encouraged to use what appears to 
be more expensive informal credit. 
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may be costly, but may offer an advantage by assuring a reliable supply of 
inputs and more stable markets. Thus, formal credit may not be a direct 
substitute for informal sources. 
Changes in rural financial markets could remove some of the supply 
and demand constraints for credit facing small-scale firm. Usury laws 
and other credit controls must be examined for their impact on lender be­
havior. Interest rates in many countries are fixed at such low levels 
that commercial banks cannot cover lending costs on small loans3. / Thus, 
lenders impose noninterest costs on small borrowers to raise the real re­
turn from loans as well as discourage some applicants. Furthermore, the 
lack of innovativeness by bank management regarding small loans may disap­
pear if this type of business was made more profitable. Kochav et al. (1974) 
report that some countries have attempted to make small-scale loans more 
attractive by reducing default risks through guarantee funds. Others have 
established special funds and rediscount arrangements. Still others have 
requested or directed commercial banks to increase small loan activities. 
In Korea, for example, commercial banks were requested to direct 30 percent 
of their lending to small and medium-sized enterprises employing 5 to 200 
workers. 
In spite of these efforts, commercial bank lending to small-scale firms 
continues to be marginal in many countries so other solutions have been pro­
posed. Many countries have development banking institutions with potential 
20/ Gonzalez-Vega (1976) argues that subsidized interest rates discourage
lending to small farmers. Raising interest rates may actually encourage 
more small farmer lending by commercial banks. Araujo and Meyer (1977) 
argue that farm credit distribution in Brazil was distorted due to 
interest rate controls. 
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fbr expansion in size and function. They have experienced staff and they 
also have access to domestic and external funds. As a result, it has been 
proposed that a special unit be created to service small-scale enterprises. 
A problem with this proposal is that these lenders are geared to clients 
borrowing large amounts frequently at concessional interest rates. It is 
feared that it would be difficult for them to give adequate priority to 
smaller clients. 
Specialized small industry financial institutions represent a third 
alternative method to service smll-scale firms. For example, Japan 
created several .pecialized institutions including the Central Bank for
 
Commercial and Industrial Cooperatives and the Small Business Finance Corp­
oration; Taiwan has a Chinese Development Corporation; and Korea has a 
Medium Industry Bank. While these Institutions have increased the supply 
of funds to small firms, similar efforts in other countries have been less 
successful due to the limited number of branches located in rural areas, 
interest rate policies, and the lack of competent staff.
 
Other types of special assistance for small-scale firms are being pro-­
vided in some countries. These include: (1) preparation of financial plans 
and loan applications to lenders, (2)organizing systems to acquire and 
distribute raw materials and equipment, (3) preparation of projects for ex­
pansion and rmdernization, and (4) production management and control. These 
services are made available through supervised lending programs or through 
special institutions created for technical assistance and extension activi­
ties. Industrial estates have been created in several countries, especially 
India, to attract industry by developing land, infrastructure, services and 
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occasionally building factory shells.21 The Korean Saemaul or new vii­
lage movement includes development of estates, construction of plants, 
provision of equipment and working capital, tax concessions, and establish­
ment of home industry centers to assist rural cottage industries (Lodge 
and Auciello, 1975). 
PRIORITY RESEARCH ISSUES 
Much remains to be learned about off-farm employment and rural nonfarm 
enterorises in developing countries. The priority research needs can be 
categorized as a) studies of off-farm labor supply, b) studies of rural non­
farm firms which employ off-farm labor, and c) analysis of the impact of 
policies on the small-scale sector.
 
The several studies cited in this report shed light on aspects of off­
farm employmnt but many additional studies are required to resolve several 
remaining uncertainties. Off-farm labor supply models must be specified 
more appropriately than possible in our study of Taiwan and Korea. Addi­
tional work Is required on specification of the on-farm and off-farm wage 
variables. The reservation wage concept currently being explored by 
Professor Robert Evenson of the Yale Growth Center offers promise. 
A more comlete household time allocation model is required where off­
farm work is analyzed relative to alternative assumptions about farm labor 
demand. Our study of Taiwan and Korea assumed that variables, such as 
enterprise mix, are predetermlned in the agricultural year; thus, off-farm 
work is allocated assuming that farm labor demand is largely fixed. 
21/ Kochav et al. conclude that on the whole industrial estates have not been
 
very cost effective in promoting small-scale industries. Mars (1975)
analyzed four estates in Kerala, India and found they were recruiting
entrepreneurs from sophisticated rather than low status social groups. 
- ; 

44 .4 4. 44 ' ~ z 4-" 
Ant~herre,? separate mdels are required Tor' tusbands, wives, and perhaps 
even children to analyze the determinants of tine allocation by age and4. 
sex. iEvenson {1(917 _,r.porxted on the results of testing such a model for 
the Philippines. The relatively simple time allocation model, such as 
the one used In our analysis, will likely give way eventually to more com­
plex models which attempt to integrate farm production and consurrption. 
Much of the analysis to date has focused on landholding households.
 
Labor response studies are required for landless households as well in order
 
to more adequately assess the prospects of ameliorating the poverty of the
 
landless through off-farm work. 
Additional analysis is requIred to separate the effects on off-fax'i 
wori of Incroased employment opportunities versus increased wage rates. 
It is unclear the extent to which farm households would be willing to in­
their off-farm supply of labor with constant wages. Even in countriescrease 
to find additional workwhere unemployment is low, farmers may be unable 
at existing wages. Thus, the fairly inelastic supply of off-fann labor 
study may be associated with limited off-farm employment oppor­noted in the 
ttities.
 
In order to facilitate the research which is required on off-farm 
labor supply, much ,sore detailed and coirprehensive data are required on 
farm household time allocation and attitudes on farm and off-farm work. 
We need to know much more about which persons in the household perform vat%­
ious farm and off-farm tasks, the type of off-farm activities in which 
of such work (part-time or full­household menbers are eraged, the schedule 

time, seasonal or year-round), and the level of remuneration received.
 
4 
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Fortunately, there appears to be increased interest in some of these issues 
and we were able to identify other researchers with data sets that may be 
useful in this research. These sources are catalogued in Neyer and Smith 
(1978).
 
Finally, research is required to determine how off-farm labor affects 
agriculture. It is possible that a rural development strategy to encourage 
off-farm work may also contribute to a rigid agricultural structure detre­
nental to long-term growth and productivity. Thus, the solution to a short­
term problem may create long-term problems. 
Studies on the demand for rural nonfarm employment are equally neces­
sary. Carl Liedholm and associates at Michigan State University are cur­
rently providing leadership in this area, especially concerning the produc­
tivity and efficiency of small scale nonfeam firms. A state of the arts 
paper is in preparation which will help clarify the research issues to be 
addressed. It appears that additional research to identify the constraints 
faced by nonfarm enterprises is crucial before we can correctly access 
how incentives can be provided through policies and programs. The possible 
role of credit and technical assistance needs to be carefully assessed as 
they represent two types of assistance frequently employed by domestic and 
international agencies. 
Finally, studies are required of past efforts to stimulate rural non­
farm enterprises. Several countries have employed several different types 
of programs and institutions oriented to this sector. More evaluations are 
required of these experiences to determine a) if the participants progressed 
any faster than nonparticipants and b) if the rural nonfarm sector would 
have progressed as well without the special incentives. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The benefits of a more broadly based rural development strategy are
 
becoming increasingly clear. The past over-reliance on large-scale,
 
capital-intensive industrialization to pull labor from agriculture 
can now 
be seen as the cause of some of the employment and income distribution 
problems found in many countries. These problems require a change in stra­
tegy with increased attention on small-scale farm and nonfarm firms. 
Assisting these heterogeneous firms presents great challenges. Furthermore, 
our will and ability to assist Oiem will be tested as their needs may be 
rore difficult to address through traditional capital and technical assis­
tance programs.
 
By focusing on off-farm work, we have tried to provide additional in­
sights into a frequently ignored dimension of rural development. The poli­
cy implications we have suggested must be field tested, however, before we 
can confidentally determine how Increased integration of fan and nonfarm 
labor markets affects development. Rural development problems are not 
likely to give way to simple strategies but we cannot overlook the potential 
benefit of rural nonfarm activities including their impact on employment 
and income of farm households. 
APPEDIX TABLE 1: F,--m and Off-Farm Receints and Iz.,!ome, United States, 1960-1976 
Year Total 
Household ReceintsO/ 
Off-
Farm 
Percent 
Off-arm Total 
Household Income-
Off-
Palm 
Percent 
Off-Farm 
1960 11,855 2,140 18.1 4,946 2,140 43.3 
1961 .12,907 2,396 18.6 5,434 2,396 44.1 
1962 13,983 2,633 19.2 5,782 2,683 46.4 
1963 15,049 3,085 20.5 6,204 3,085 49.7 
1964 15,841 3,366 21.2 6,638 3,366 50.7 
1965 17,351 3,792 21.9 7,325 3,792 51.8 
1966 19,783 4,262 21.5 8,574 4,262 49.7 
1967 20,355 4,584 22.5 8,279 4,584 55.4 
1968 
1969 
21,879 
24,314 
5,036 
5,539 
23.0 
22.8 
9,008 
10,272 
5,036 
5,539 
55.9 
53.9 
1970 25,699 5,874 22.9 10,662 5,874 55.1 
1971 27,289 6,456 23.7 11,006 6,456 58.7 
1972 31,594 7,160 22.7 13,364 7,160 53.6 
1973 41,918 8,335 19.9 19,864 8,335 44.2 
1974 44,642 9,330 20.9 19,131 9,330 48.8 
1975 44,568 10,148 22.8 17,558 10,148 57.8 
1976 48,477 11,174 23.1 19,059 11,174 58.6 
Source: USAERS, FarmIncome Statistics, Statistical Bulletin No. 576, Washington, D.C., Jjly 1977.
 
a/ Houq3 hold receipts are the sLrn cf realized c-oss farm incom olus off-farm income. Realized grossfarm income includes cash receipts from marketings, gover ment payments, nonmoney Inco ne, and otherincome Including machine hire and custom work. Off-fan, income includes wages, salaries, businessincome, interest, transfer payNents, nonfarm rent, dividends and royalties. 
b/ Household income is the sum of realized net income olus off-fan income. Realized net incomce isdefined as realized gross farm income minus farm production expenses. 
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APPENDIX TABLE 2: 
 Average Farm Household Receipts, Japan, 1960-1975
 
Year Total Cash Farm Receiptso/ 
Source
Nonagricultur!
Recelptsb / 
Percent 
Nona.ricultural 
1,000 Yen 
1960 480.3 247.5 232.8 48.5 
1961 550.8 280.8 270.0 49.0 
1962 67'5.8 342.2 333.6 49.4 
1963 769.5i 382.5 387.0 50.3 
195b 890.5 437.0 453.5 50.9 
1965 1,01. 0 505.8 509.2 50.2 
1966 1,168.5 585.9 582.6 49.9 
1967 1,387.2 713.4 673.8 48.6 
1968 1,536.9 758.5 778.14 50.6 
1969 1,738.? 798.6 939.6 54.1 
1970 1,977.3 815.9 1,161.4 58.7 
1971 
-,201.5 809.3 1,392.2 63.2 
1972 1,633.9 964.8 1,669.1 63.4 
1973 3,291.6 1,220.7 2,070.9 62.9 
1974 L,174.0 1,546.6 2,627.4 62.9 
1975 1,330.8 1,838.9 2,991.9 61.9 
Source: 	 Gtudy Group on Agricultural and Forestry Statistics, Annual Statistics 
o' ylplcmtur d Economy, Vol. 1, Farm Household Economic Survey, 
a/ Tnctludes cash receipts from farm marketings. 
b/ Incli:des wages, salaries, incone from investments, government transfers,fataily rmiqttafces, jjft,,s, etc. 
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APPENDIX TABLE 3: Numbers of Major Agricultural 
Taiwan, Selected Years 
1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 , 
Power 
tiller 3,708 12,213 28,292 32,030 35,222 
Tractor 
- 425 539 554 620 
Rice trans­
planter 
- 280 454 658 
Power 
sprayer 317 4,489 17,820 27,038 25,309 
Water 
PUMP 8,378 32,107 52,794 61,660 65,755 
Rice 
thresher 177,338 205,784 186,398 195,784 196,637 
Power 
thresher 
(with
cleaning 146 
device) 
Grain dryer 
(bin- and 
circulation- 150 198 214 361 
type) 
Rice 
combine 20 75 154 
,urce: Reproduced from %en (1976). 
Machines 
1973 
"38,393 
749 
972 
43,176 
112,998 
177,714 
1974 
42,123 
892 
1,914 
45,399 
119,905 
135,158 
1975 
48,598 
1,467 
2,787 
-
316 379 2,816 
708 1,008 1483 
329 1,127 2,053 
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APPOIDIX TABLE 4: Price Indices, Foreigi Exchange Rates 
and Bank Interest Rate, Taiwan, 1953-1975 
Year 
Price Indices 
(1975=100)
Whole- Con-
sale sumer 
Foreign Exchange 
Rates (per US$) 
Official Rates 
Buying Selling 
Interest Rates 
(%per. Annum) 
Banks 
Secured Time 
Loans Deposits 
1953 26.65 22.94 15.55 15.65 27.00 16.20 
1954 
1955 
1956 
27.29 
31.13 
35.08 
23.32 
25.64 
28.33 
15.55 
21.55 
24.68 
18.78 
24.78 
24.78 
23.40 
21.60 
21.60 
10.80 
10.80 
10.80 
1957 37.61 30.46 24.68 24.78 19.80 10.20 
1958 38.14 30.85 36.085 24.78 19.80 10.20 
1959 42.06 314.11 36.08 36.38 18.00 9.00 
1960 48.01 40.40 40.00 4O.lO 18.00 9.00 
1961 49.56 43.57 40.00 140.10 16.20 7.20 
1962 
1963 
1964 
51.07 
54.37 
55.71 
44.60 
45.57 
45.49 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.10 
40.10 
40.10 
15.84 
14.04 
14.04 
6.48 
6.00 
6.00 
1965 
1966 
53.12 
53.91 
45.46 
46.83 
40.00 
40.00 
40.10 
40.10 
14.04 
14.04 
6.00 
6.00 
1967 55.27 47.93 40.00 40.10 13.32 5.40 
1968 56.91 51.71 40.00 40.10 13.32 6.48 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
56.77 
58.31 
58.39 
60.99 
54.33 
56.27 
57.85 
59.58 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.10 
40.10 
40.10 
40.10 
13.32 
12.60 
12.00 
11.25 
6.48 
6.24 
6.50 
6.25 
1973 74.94 64.46 37.90 38.10 13.25 8.00 
1974 
1975 
105.34 
100 
95.06 
100 
37.95 
37.95 
38.05 
38.05 
14.75 
13.25 
10.00 
8.50 
Source: Taiwan Statistical Data Book 1976, Economic Planning
Council, Executive Yuan, Taiwan, R.O.C. 
APPENDIX TABLE 5: Simple Correlation Coefficient Matrix, Taiwan, 1960
 
w W2 V A B s F L X H G E 
WI 1.00 
W2 -0.ll 1.00 
V -0.50 0.11 1.00 
A 0.12 -0.21 -0.05 1.00 
B -0.01 -0.16 0.08 0.43 1.00 
S -0.01 -0.05 0.17 -0.09 0.02 1.00 
F - - - - - - 1.00 
L 0.13 -0.05 -0.05 0.31 0.25 -0.09 - 1.00 
X 0.20 0.09 -0.06 -0.15 -0.21 0.07 - 0.46 1.00 
H -.025 0.21 0.50 -0.26 -0.13 0.52 - -0.13 0.02 1.00 
G -0.06 0.35 -0.00 -0.23 -0.15 0.30 - -0.14 0.15 0.26 1.00 
E -0.15 0.45 0.16 0.15 0.05 -0.04 - 0.12 -0.01 0.12 0.12 1.00 
APPa-IX TABLE 6: Simple Correlation Coefficient TMtrix, Ta wan, 1965 
WV W2 V A B S F L X H G E 
Wi 1.00 
W2 -0.0 1.00 
V 0.09 0.00 1.00 
A -0.08 -0.09 0.06 1.00 
B 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.27 1.00 
S 0.08 -0.00 0.01 -0.06 -0.00 1.00 
F 0.00 0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.01 -0.00 1.00 
L 0.07 -0.04 0.16 0. 44 0.34 -0.07 -0.08 1.00 
X 0.05 0.00 -0.03 -0.07 -0.08 0.06 -0.24 -0.04 1.00 
H 0.11 -0.01 0.11 -0.10 -0.08 0.23 -0.16 -0.05 0.27 1.00 
G -0.02 -0.00 -0.05 -0.13 -0.14 0.06 -0.09 -0.27 0.21 0.21 -1.00 
E -0.07 0.13 0.06 0.14 0.08 0.01 0.09 -0.08 -0.00 0.06 0.12 1.00. 
APPENDIX TABLE 7: Sinple Correlation Coefficient Matrix, Taiwan, 1968 
W1 
WV 
1.00 
W2 V A B S F L X H G E 
W2 -0.07 1.00 
v 0.00 0.04 1.00 
A 0.01 
-0.15 0.18 1.00 
B 
S 
F 
L 
X 
H 
G 
E 
0.11 
0.07 
0.13 
0.03 
0.01 
-0.08 
-0.09 
-0.07 
0.00 
0.04 
0.03 
-0.07 
-0.02 
0.06 
0.06 
0.35 
0.04 
0.16 
0.01 
0.23 
0.02 
0.19 
-0.01 
0.20 
0.29 
0.12 
-0.11 
0.38 
0.10 
-0.10 
-0.11 
0.24 
1.00 
0.09 
-0.07 
0.27 
-0.01 
-0.14 
-0.08 
0.08 
1.00 
0.09 
-0.07 
0.10 
0.14 
0.02 
0.17 
1.00 
-0.22 
-0.24 
-0.14 
0.00 
0.13 
1.00 
-0.23 
-0.08 
-0.26 
-0.03 
1.00 
0.27 
0.19 
0.03 
1.00 
0.18 
0.U 
1.00 
0.08 1.00 
APPENDDC TABLE 8: Simple Correlation Coefficient Matrix, Taiwan, 1970 
W1 W2 V A 8 S F L X H G E 
W1 1.00 
W2 0.00 1.00 
V -0.03 
-0.01 1.00 
A 
-0.01 
-0.10 0.09 1.00 
B 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.14 1.00 
S 0.17 
-0.01 
-0.02 
-0.00 0.01 1.00 
F 0.08 
-0.02 0.02 
-0.03 
-0.14 
-0.07 1.00 
L 0.01 0.15 0.17 0.32 0.23 -0.11 
-0.13 1.00 
X 0.04 
-0.12 
-0.00 0.06 0.01 0.13 
-0.03 
-0.03 1.00 
H 0.10 0.01 0.03 
-0.03 
-0.08 0.24 
-0.12 
-0.13 0.31 1.00 
G -0.08 0.01 
-0.03 
-0.10 
-0.02 0.06 -0.04 
-0.14 0.10 0.16 1.00 
E -0.15 0.10 0.20 0.31 0.09 0.05 
-0.03 
-0.08 0.09 0.12 0.07 1.00 
APPENDIX TABLE 9: Sirmle Correlation Coefficient Matrix, Taiwan, 1973 
Wi 
W, 
1.00 
w2 v A B s F L X H G E 
W2 -0.05 1.00 
V -0.01 
-0.02 1.00 
A 
B 
O.o4 
-0.05 
-0.18 
0.04 
0.26 
-0.00 
1.00 
0.06 1.00 
S 
F 
L 
X 
H 
G 
E 
0.02 
0.06 
0.11 
0.04 
-0.07 
0.01 
-0.14 
0.01 
0.03 
-0.13 
0.00 
0.04 
0.07 
0.58 
0.01 
-0.09 
0.28 
0.06 
0.05 
-0.04 
0.09 
0.07 
0.00 
0.35 
0.01 
-0.11 
-0.10 
0.16 
-0.02 
-0.15 
0.20 
0.04 
-0.07 
-0.06 
-0.07 
1.00 
0.08 
-0.11 
0.05 
0.11 
-0.00 
0.02 
1.00 
-0.13 
-0.18 
-0.16 
-0.03 
-0.06 
1.00 
-0.20 
-0.17 
-0.21 
-0.21 
1.00 
0.28 
0.11 
0.04 
1 00 
-10 
0.15 
1.00 
0.17 1.00 
APPENDIX TABLE 10: -Averag Values for Character'stics of FYil-T1h, Fai' oLts,
 
-- ,rt-an, 1965, 1968, 1970, and 1973
 
Years 
 ____ 
-

a 1970 
 1973 F Ratiob
1965 1965 

No. of Observations 465 37 331
 
Ctracteristics
 
-ral
 
*
 
*

.i 51,. 3 61,319 -32.72 69,017 15.81 
Farm Size 1.44 1.61 1.62 1.66 2.92'
 
14.99"•
 ChmpLng Dhid,:y. 212.2 206.8 186.0 191.2 4 
-- "!-y F a_rn W . E ate ,5.29 6 3 . 20 "" " , 3 0 
Daily Off-Fazn Wage Rate 27.10 25.70 6t.60 33 4 32"* 
0o- Az.lts 3.99 4.39 4.30 4 6 7.80
*
' 
N :. 4.27 4.21 3.1.47of Dependents 

0ff-Fa-m Incom 
*
 10,593 19,442 76.85 -
Sidelne ant Wage 6,015 7,477 5,968 11,941 22.17" onoar o'-m :neo,- 4,536 6,189 
Labor-Related Variables
 
Total Famtily Farm Labor 451.9 543.8 456.1 396.6 19.71"*
 
MachIner" Expense per ha. 1,470 977 
 1,749 1,862 2.72' 
Hired Labor Expense per ha. 3,093 3,407 4,309 5,329 23.79**
 
, ni. .A- , -- s per tha. -3)719 310 1.62
 
*
 0.3. 0.37 0.43 18.98Re In, - Pnoca i 
a -onetar-y values are sno'nwin 1973 '?T$, denated using wholesale prices. 
b F-ratlo is equal to = between--oups -ea.n square/within-.goup ean square. The degree of freedom for
 
denorenator, respectively.
all char-cteristics In table are 3 and 1536 for t nuerator and 

c The fa.r, receip.s ratic is defined as the ratio of receipts from vegetables, fruit, livestock and
 
r0'oo1y to -:t3 far,, rcepro.
 
' Si if~cc-- :t at 0.05 level.
 
S iificant a:t0.01 level. 
APPENDIX TABLE 11: e&-vsicn Coefficients and Belated tatistics,"Full-TizT Farm Families," Taiwan, 1965. 1968, 1970. and 1973 
1965 19ES
Klast i- 1970 1973
; .
7ast i-

-last1-
 T-as
P1-

RegreS- cities Reg'es- cities Pegres- cities Re,-vs- citiession of 
 slon of 
 SionDir t of sion ofCoefT-Off-Farm Cef- 0t--Pan, f- Oft-Farr Coef-Variables ficient FArUngs e Off-FarmT-Va&e ficient Earn in~g T-Value flclent Earnin T-Val u ticient Eaxripn T-Valu 
1. Inter,-pt 
-268.5 
- - 708.2 -
­
-902.7 ­ - 1895.7 ­
2. W 7.40 0.091 1.02 
-3.44 
-0.03 0.81 
-12.57 -0.07 1.23 0.42 0.00 0.16
 
3. W2 7.61 0.04 2.90" 47.94 0.17 7.58" 7.53 0.05 3.53" 
 362.9 0.63 19.69"
 
4. v 0.09 0.07 2.29 0.11 0.09 2.82 0.23 0.13 4.32 0.13 0.08 3.10
 
5. A 803.3 0.75 5.65" 1331.7 1.03 8.340" 1459.2 
 0.76 5.901" 4168.9 1.02 
 11.75"6 
6. B 224.5 0.22 1.65 112.9 
 0.08 0.87 530.4 0.24 2.34 
-819.7 
-0.14 2.40"
 
7. S 0.02 0.01 0.31 0.77 0.10 3.111" 0.06 0.01 0.46 0.22 0.02 1.00
 
8. F 
-17.69 
-0.00 
 0.01 
-686.7 
-0.04 
 0.38 -472.7 0.02 0.21 
-4499.6 
-0.10 1.644 
9. L 
-520.0 
-0.18 1.85' 
-1383.6 
-0.39 3.80"* 
-1015.1 
-0.20 1.87' 
-2917.4 
-0.25 3.93" 
10. I 
-1.70 
-0.08 0.33 
-6.90 -0.25 1.11 6.74 0.15 
 0.71 
-15.29 -0.15 1.16
 
11. H 0.09 
-0.05 0.64 0.02 0.01 0.10 
 0.13 0.05 0.89 0.05 0.01 0.35
 
12. G 
 1.56 0.11 2.75"1 2.31 0.05 3.77" 0.21 0.01 0.30 

-1.31 
-0.02 1.16 
0.09626 0.33085 
 0.20648 0.59742
 
F-ratio 
 5.490 

-'13.35" 9.42" 
 45.52"0 
D. of P. (11,453) (11,375) 
 (11,345) (11,319) 
' Sigufleant at 0.05 level. 
Si rftcant at 0.01 le l. 
c 
APPENDIX TAL 12: AVerage Values for Characteristics of "Part-Time Farm Families",
 
Taiwan, 1965, 1968, 1970, and 1973
 
Years 
Ciaracteristicsa 	 1965 196b 1970 1973 
 F-Ratiob 
No. of Observationz 36 29 47 128 
-
General 
Farm income 	 16,640 37,562 
 17,425 23,376 4.88"*

Fann Size 0.56 1.20 
 0.71 0.84 6.03"
 
Cropping Index 	 205.1 192.4 181.0 
 178.4 2.15
 
Daily Frarrn Wage Rate 46.48 17.30 11. r9 
-42.63 3.8900
 
Daily Off-Farm Wage Rate 73.60 115.90 70.00 
 111.70 1.48
No. of Adults 	 3.56 4.52 4.28 4.41 1.921o. of ependents 	 4.42 3.90 3.89 3.09 6.40**
 
Off-Farm Income 
Sideline and Wage 33,934 48,674 37,114 62,481 10.59*Nonearings Income 3,033 5,570 3,495 5,559 1.89 	 C=
 
Labo -Related Variables 
Total Fa.dly Farm Labor 207.8 353.3 257.1 192.0 9.00*1
Machiner-y Expense per ha. 1,148 986 2,560 2,045 0.61 
Hi-red Labor Expense per ha. 3,807 4,316 5,195 6,362 3.97**

Ani-al Labor Expense per ha. 754 461 594 
 672 O.41:

Farm Receipts Ratioc 0.42 0.48 0.38 O.40 1.04 
a 	 Monetary values are shown in 1973 N-$, deflated using .tiolesale prices. 
b 	 F-ratio is equal to = bet"wee-'r,- oups rean square/withLn-proup mean square. The degree of freedom for
all c!haracteristics in table are and 236 for the narrator and denorenator, respectively.
 
The farm receipts ratio is defined 
as the ratio of receipts from vegetables, fruit, livestock and
 
poultry to total farm receipts.
 
* 	Significant at 0.05 level.
 
* 	Significa-.t at 0.01 level.
 
APPENDIX TABLE 13: HeR'ession Ceffiients and ielated Statistics "Par- -Tiw 71a-: .7anAies," 2aiwan, 1965, 1968, 1970, and 1973 
Lrkperdt 
Vaales 
1. Intercept 
2. W1 
3. W2 
4. v 
5. A 
6. B 
T. S 
8. F 
9. L 
10. x 
U. H 
12. G 
Fe&,es-
SonCoef-
ftclent 
2446.5 
58.2 
298.7 
1.17 
6974.9 
20.3 
0.75 
-9352.8 
-12771.2 
-60.77 
-0.70 
2.90 
771;El i. -
cities 
of 
Off-Farm 
Earinrn 
-
0.08 
0.65 
0.10 
1.03 
0.01 
0.03 
-0.16 
-0.30 
-0.52 
-0.08 
0.06 
T-Value 
1.25 
4.38" 
2.03 
3.89'* 
0.01 
0.69 
1.11 
2.27' 
1.77' 
0.88 
1.18 
egrs-
sion 
Coef-
fcilent 
-30477 
-117.6 
14.46 
2.49 
4089.8 
5407.4 
4.25 
21627.8 
698.6 
13.85 
0.07 
0.91 
1azt 1-
cities 
of 
: ff-Farm 
Earnngs 
--
-0.04 
0.03 
0.28 
0.50 
0.57 
0.09 
0.28 
0.02 
0.07 
0.01 
-.01 
T-Vahx-
-
1.43 
0.44 
3.68 
1.67 
2.41 
1.01 
0.98 
0.12 
0.18 
0.04 
0.12 
-
qegres-
slon 
Coef-
icient 
-559i.1 
61.82 
139.3 
0.45 
4704.0 
-1304.0 
-0.60 
7662 
-106.1 
-8.80 
2.18 
2.69 
1970 
-i71 
cIties 
of 
Off-Ftr-n 
Eajins T-Valh 
-I 
-
).02 1.34 
0.26 2.46" 
0.04 1.10 
0.70 4.29"* 
-0.18 1.28 
-0.04 1.35 
0.10 0.74 
-0.01 0.01 
-0.06 0.21 
0.31 2.58" 
0.04 0.72 
Re7es-
soCn 
Coef-
ficlent 
-291.5 
13.88 
135.6 
1.88 
7055.9 
-702.4 
-0.44 
597.6 
845.3 
-4,39 
1.60 
3.11 
197i~Flasti­
cities 
0f 
Off-Fan, 
Ean 
-
0.01 
0.24 
0.17 
0.50 
-0.03 
-0.01 
0.00 
0.01 
-0.01 
0.16 
0.03 
-
T-Vadw 
_ 
1.14 
9.83o 
5.30 
5.09" 
0.48 
1.32 
0.06 
0.19 
0.09 
2.8000 
1.27 
F-ratio 
D. of F. 
0.39259 
3.06" 
(11,24) 
0.74819 
8.56" 
(11,17) 
0.47056 
4.72" 
(11.35) 
0.57441 
16.58" 
(11,116) 
' gSlflcant at 0.05 level. 
SigniflCnt at 0.01 level. 
Numbers of Major Arqricultural Machines
14: 

Korea, Selected Years
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1974

-T1968
1961 

No. of farms Hectares
IL-ta-res TotalTotal No. of farrs fiHectares Total No. of faims per unit t o. per unit per unit No. per unit 
No eruit prit 

37
60,056 40
414 375 
30 77,570 68,316 6,225
1. pck,*er tillers 

87 108,494 22
26,675 q6 21
 485 427
2. Puer threshers 4,754 

116,065 21 19
3. Powr duster- 222 202
6,611 11.568
310 7,506
sprayprs 

62,863 38 
548 17,7q6 68 61 
36
 
3,736 622
4. Power purs 
 2 2
2 1,027,287
2
3 I,0n2,861
3617,766
5. Plows 
47 134,069 18 16
 213 48,854 52
9,592 242
6. Fa.-Idas-rs 

10 650,268
l1 97 222,361 11 
4 3 
7. Hnd spraVers 20,975 

6 563,415 4 4
 386,146 6
10 9 
8. Haai th-.es.ers 219,849 
1975, Bureau of Statistics, EPB, Korea.frcn Korean Statistical YearbookSource: Ccrted 
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APPENDIX TABLE 15: Wholesale Price Index, Indices of Prices Received and Paid 
by Farmers, and Average Exchange Rate, Korea, 1962-1976 
Average Ex-
Indices of Prices Change Rate 
Wholesale (in Won 
Price Received Paid by per U.S. 
Year Index by Farers Farmers Dollar) 
1962 38.4 '7.1 31.8 130.0 
1963 46.3 40.1 35.3 138.7 
1964 62.3 50.2 44.8 213.3 
1965 68.5 52.2 51.8 265.4 
1966 74.6 55.4 58.1 271.3 
1967 79.4 63.5 65.8 270.6
 
1968 85.8 74.3 78.8 276.6
 
1969 91.6 84.8 86.8 288.3
 
1970 100.0 100.0 100.0 310.6
 
1971 108.6 121.4 114.4 347.7
 
1972 123.8 147.9 130.5 392.9 
1973 132.4 164.2 143.1 398.3 
1974 188.2 215.6 192.5 404.5 
1975 238.0 267.5 237.9 4P4.o 
1976 264.6 337.8 298.8 484.0 
Source: Economic Planning Board (EPB), Republic of Korea, Major Statistics 
of Korean Econo y, 1977, and Statistical Yearbook of Korea, 
various years (Seoul, Korea: EHB). Reported in the unpublished 
M.S. thesis of Young-Key Ro. 
APPE DIX TABLE 16: Simple Correlation Coefficient Matrix, Entire 'aMle, Korea, 1969 
wi 
W 
1.000 
W-) A R I 
- K E 
W2 0.013 1.000 
A 
-0.015 0.047 1.000 
B 0.055 
-0.035 0.036 1.000 
L 
X 
F 
S 
H 
G 
C 
K 
E 
0.046 
-0.085 
-0.036 
-0.006 
0.275 
-0.058 
0.069 
0.017 
0.070 
-0.042 
0.083 
-0.020 
-0.016 
0.150 
-0.106 
0.066 
-0.041 
0.373 
0.351 
-0.o62 
0.061 
0.018 
-0.064 
0.012 
o.148 
0.024 
0.151 
0.207 
-0.092 
-0.012 
0.049 
-0.001 
0.009 
-0.045 
0.109 
-0.053 
1.000 
0.002 
-0.067 
-0.016 
0.051 
-0.012 
0.048 
-0.002 
-0.098 
1.000 
0.063 
-0.110 
-0.221 
-0.129 
-0.019 
-0.058 
0.021 
1.000 
-0.)o03 
-0.066 
-0.075 
0.240 
-0.039 
0.001 
1.000 
0.009 
0.1140 
-0.060 
0.310 
-0.018 
1.000 
-0.009 
0.140 
-0.060 
0.227 
1.000 
-0.038 
-0.035 
-0.068 
1.000 
-0.058 
0.204 
1.000 
-0.056 1.000 
APPENJDIX TABLE 17: Single Corrlatlon Coefficient Matrix, Fuli-Ti , Households, Korea, 1969 
A B x F 5 0 C K E 
Wi 1.000 
W2 0.039 1.000 
A -0.016 0.015 1.000 
B 0.056 0.002 O.044 1.000 
L 0.036 0.067 0.405 0.197 1.000 
X -0.088 0.049 -0.105 -0.111 9.009 1.000 
F -0.118 
-0.121 0.017 -0.019 
-0.014 0.14r 1.000 
S -0.010 
-0.018 0.014 0.060 -0.035 
-0.117 O.OO 1.000 
II 0.315 0.296 -0.038 o.o4r 0.093 -0.211 -11. 1 '2 o.1911 1.000 
G -0.068 -0.i01 0.042 0.004 
-0.068 
-0.088 -0.] 0.205 0.003 1.000 
c 0.083 o.141 0.166 -0.018 0.120 -0.018 -0.039 -0.033 0.160 -0.029 1.000 
K 0.169 
-0.031 
-0.019 0.082 
-0.032 
-0.074 -0.025 0.009 
-0.024 
-0.026 -0.078 1.000 
E 0.155 0.379 0.183 0.002 0.154 
-0.075 
-0.124 
-0.004 0.265 
-0.014 0.240 -0.036 1.000 
AFPEJDIX TABLE 18: Simple corr"lation Coef'f'icilnt , P.,-Tltr. lIu;holdr, 1:,a,969 
,2 A B f, s H C c K E 
W1 1.000 
W2 -o.'27 1.000 
A -0.022 0.123 1.000 
B 0.035 -0.062 0.000 1.000 
L -0.108 -0.034 0.170 0.156 1.000 
X -C.113 0.154 0.137 0.021 0.073 1.001 
F -,.092 -0.043 0.138 0.004 -0.102 0.082 1.000 
S 0.125 0.026 0.061 -0.103 0.029 0.050 -0.040 2.000 
H 0.192 -0.054 -0.154 -0.158 -0.054 -0.27r -T.nR9 -O.nl9 1.000 
G -0.022 -0.080 -0.155 -0.025 n. I' -0. 31 -. ', -. 040(1. 1.0()( 
C 0.109 -0.057 0.110 -0.106 -0.090 -0.033 0.420 0.111 0.082 -0.045 1.000 
K -0.029 -0.019 0.195 0.197 -0.030 0.024 -0.057 0.062 0.164 -0.141 0.019 1.000 
E 0.065 0.244 0.244 -0.017 0.187 -0.012 -o.2o -0.09 0.2;1 0.051 0.115 0.060 1.000 
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